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Collection Number:  MS 113 
Creator: Ford Hall Forum 
Title: Ford Hall Forum Collection 
Date(s): 1908-2013, 1930-2000 
Quantity:  85 boxes, 41 cubic ft., 39 lin. ft. 
Preferred Citation: Ford Hall Forum Collection (MS 113), 1908-2013, Moakley 
Archive and Institute, Suffolk University, Boston, MA.   
 
Abstract: The Ford Hall Forum Collection documents the history of the nation’s longest 
running free public lecture series. The Forum has hosted some the most notable figures in 
the arts, science, politics, and the humanities since its founding in 1908. The collection, 
which spans from 1908 to 2013, includes of 85 boxes of materials related to the Forum's 
administration, lectures, fund raising, partnerships, and its radio program, the New 
American Gazette. 
Administrative Information  
 
Acquisition Information: Ownership transferred to Suffolk University in 2014.  
 
Use Restrictions: Use of materials may be restricted based on their condition, content or 
copyright status, or if they contain personal information. Consult Archive staff for more 
information.  
 
Related Collections: See also the Ford Hall Forum Oral History (SOH-041) and Arthur 
S. Meyers Collection (MS114) held by Suffolk University. Additional collection 
materials related to the organization --primarily audio and video recordings--are held by 
Boston Public Library, WBGH, and Northeastern University. More recent video 
recordings are available through YouTube and ITunes.  
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The Ford Hall Forum, the nation’s oldest continuously operating free public lecture 
series, was established in 1908. It began as a series of Sunday evening public meetings 
held in Boston at Ford Hall on Beacon Hill by George W. Coleman, a prominent local 
businessman and then-president of the Boston Baptist Social Union. The affiliation with 
the Boston Baptist Social Union lasted until 1928 when tensions between the Union and 
Coleman prompted Coleman to incorporate the Ford Hall Forum as an independent 
organization.  
 
Coleman’s unique format, which provided equal time to speakers’ remarks and questions 
from the audience, gave any interested citizen the opportunity to debate issues with some 
of the most influential figures of the day. According to Coleman’s vision, the lecture 
series would enable the “full, free, and open discussion of all vital questions affecting 
human welfare.” Since its founding, the Forum has gone on to host discussions with the 
some of the most prominent —and in some cases controversial— public figures in the 
arts, science, literature, and politics. Notable speakers have included Maya Angelou, 
Louis Brandeis, David Duke, W.E.B. DuBois, Robert Frost, John Kenneth Galbraith, Al 
Gore, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Henry Kissinger, Margaret Sanger, Eleanor Roosevelt, 
Malcolm X and many others. Ayn Rand was a noted supporter of the forum and spoke at 
lectures frequently. The lectures were originally held in Ford Hall which was located on 
the corner of Ashburton Place and Bowdoin Street in Boston’s Beacon Hill 
neighborhood. In later years, the Forum held lectures in different venues across Boston 
including: Faneuil Hall, Old South Church, Jordan Hall, Northeastern University, and 
Suffolk University’s C. Walsh Theatre.  
 
In addition to hosting forums, the organization’s programming included their First 
Amendment Award, a radio program, anniversary celebrations, and fundraising events 
with the Boston Pops. In 1981, the Forum created the First Amendment Award in honor 
of Louis P. and Evelyn Smith. The award recognizes “those individuals and organizations 
that demonstrate extraordinary commitment to promoting and facilitating the thoughtful 
exercise of our right to freedom of expression.” Award recipients have included: Maya 
Angelou, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), Barney Frank, Anita Hill, 
Norman Lear, John Lewis, Rosa Parks, and Pete Seeger. 1 From 1987-1991 the Ford Hall 
Forum, in collaboration with eight presidential libraries and the National Archives, 
produced its own radio series, the New American Gazette. Hosted by Barbara Jordan, the 
series featured a combination of programs that included its own speaker series, 
presentations made at eight presidential libraries and the National Archive, as well as 
previously recorded speakers from the Ford Hall Forum archives. Much like the Ford 
                                                 
1 Ford Hall Forum, “First Amendment Award History,” 
http://www.fordhallforum.org/about/firstamendmenthistory, (April 15, 2016) 
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Hall Forum, the New American Gazette aimed to encourage public discourse about 
current affairs. 2  
 
The Ford Hall Forum has traditionally operated with a small staff, dedicated volunteers, 
and its board of directors who oversee programming, fund raising, and other 
administrative aspects.  The organization also utilized partnerships with a variety of local 
foundations, corporations, academic institutions to support the operations of the Forum. 
During the late 1980s and mid-1990s the Forum was headquartered at Northeastern 
University. In 2008, the Forum moved to Suffolk University where it received 
administrative support and access to an event venue, the C. Walsh Theatre. The Ford 
Hall’s non-profit organization was dissolved in 2014 and it became a programmatic unit 
of Suffolk University, where its lectures and public programs continue.  
 
Ford Hall Forum’s website provides information about upcoming programs, the 
organization’s history, and an online archive that includes a comprehensive lists of 
lectures and speakers. The following publications provide additional information about 
the organization’s founding and history:  
• Coleman, George W. 1915. Democracy in the making: Ford Hall and the open 
forum movement: a symposium. Boston: Little, Brown. 
• Lurie, Reuben Levi. 1930. The challenge of the forum; the story of Ford hall and 
the open forum movement; a demonstration in adult education. Boston: R.G. 
Badger.  
• Kindle, Millicent. 1983. The Ford Hall Forum: 75 years of public discourse. 
[Boston, Mass.]: [Ford Hall Forum].  
• Meyers, Arthur S. 2012. Democracy in the making: the open forum lecture 
movement. Lanham, Maryland: University Press of America. 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
This collection contains a wide range of materials relating to the Ford Hall Forum's 
administrative operations, lectures, fundraising activities, partnerships, and its radio 
program, the New American Gazette. The inclusive dates span from 1908 to 2013 but the 
bulk of the collection covers the years 1930-2000. The collection is arranged into three 
series: Lecture, Event, and Program Files; Administrative Records; and Special 
Materials.  
 
Records and objects related to lectures consist of speaker files, transcripts, news 
clippings, programs and posters, photographs, audio and video recordings and 
correspondence.  The organization’s administrative files include the board of director’s 
records, budget and other financial materials, organizational histories, press and outreach 
materials, membership cards, and other pieces of memorabilia.  
                                                 
2 Ford Hall Forum, "Mission & History," http://www.fordhallforum.org/about/mission, (January 4, 2016).  
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SUBJECT HEADINGS  
The following topics, people and places are featured in the collection: 
• Boston (Mass.)  
• Ford Hall Forum 
• Forums (Discussion and debate)  
• Civil society -- United States -- 
History.  
• Democracy -- United States -- 
History.  
• Political culture -- United States -- 
History.  
• Political participation -- United 
States -- History.  
• Abzug, Bella S. 1920-1998 
• Angelou, Maya 
• Asimov, Isaac, 1920-1992 
• Bernstein, Carl, 1944- 
• Brudnoy, David, 1940-2004 
• Carmichael, Stokely, 1941-1998 
• Carroll, James, 1943- 
• Coleman, George W. (George William), 186 
1867- 
• Cox, Archibald, 1912-2004 
• Crawford, Mary Caroline 
• Dershowitz, Alan M.  
• Duke, David Ernest 
• Dunn, Nora 1952- 
• Fanning, Kay, 1927-2000 
• Ferraro, Geraldine 
• Ford, Betty, 1918-2011 
• Frank, Barney, 1940- 
• Friedan, Betty 
• Frost, Robert, 1874-1963 
• Galbraith, John Kenneth, 1908-2006 
• Glover, Danny 
• Goodwin, Doris Kearns 
• Gore Albert, 1948- 
• Gould, Stephen Jay 
• Haig, Alexander Meigs, 1924-2010 
• Hampton, Henry, 1940-1998 
• Heaney, Seamus, 1939- 
• Ifill, Gwen 
• Jordan, Barbara, 1936-1996 
• Kennedy, Edward Moore, 1932- 
• King, Coretta Scott, 1927-2006 
• King, Martin Luther, Jr., 1929-1968 
• Kissinger, Henry, 1923- 
• Kozol, Jonathan 
• McCullough, David G. 
• McGovern, George S. (George Stanley), 
1922- 
• McLaughlin, John  
• Nelson, David Sutherland, 1933- 
• Parks, Rosa, 1913-2005 
• Patrick, Deval 
• Payzant, Thomas W.  
• Peikoff, Leonard 
• Rand, Ayn 
• Schorr, Daniel, 1916-2010 
• Seeger, Pete, 1919- 
• Steinem, Gloria 
• Stone, I. F. (Isidor Feinstein), 1907-1989 
• Tsongas, Paul 
• Tutu, Desmond 
• Walker, Alice, 1944- 
• Wertheimer, Linda 
• West, Cornel 
• Wiesel, Elie, 1928- 




Series I:  Lecture, Event, and Program Files, 1915-2013, undated 
• Sub-series 1.1: Lecture and Event Files, 1915-2013 (bulk 1967-2013)  
• Sub-series 1.2: New American Gazette Files, 1986-1991  
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Series II: Administrative Records, 1910-2007 
• Sub-series 2.1: Board of Directors Records, 1910-2007  
• Sub-series 2.2: Outreach and Partnership Files, 1934-2007  
Series III: Special Materials, 1908-2013 
• Sub-series 3.1: Audio and Video Recordings, 1923-2013 (bulk 1981-2013) 
• Sub-series 3.2: Photographs, 1908-2012 




Series I:  Lecture, Event and Program Files, 1915-2013, undated 
 
Series 1.1: Lecture, Event and Program Files, 1915-2013  
 
Description: This series contains materials associated with many (but not all) of the 
lectures and special events hosted by the Ford Hall Forum. The files from 1915 through 
the 1950s consist primarily of programs, posters and mailers for each season. Starting in 
the 1960s, the collection includes more detailed event planning files that contain 
correspondence with the speakers, speaker releases, news clippings, head-shots, bios, and 
transcripts.  Also included are files for speakers who declined to speak or canceled a 
scheduled appearance. Special events such as anniversaries and the First Amendment 
Award celebrations are also represented in this series.  
 
Arrangement: Chronological 
See Also: Lecture recordings and photographs in Series 3.1 and 3.2.  
 





Folder Title and Dates 
1 001 Ford Hall Forum mailers and pamphlets, 1925-1988, undated. 
Includes advertisements for Ford Hall Youth Forum. See also: 
Ford Hall Folks newsletters from 1913-1915 in Series 2.2.  
Digitized File Available: ms-0126, ms-0127, ms-0128, ms-0129 
1 002 Season programs, 1915-1916 
1 003 Season programs, 1920-1921. Digitized File Available: ms-0130 
1 004 Season programs, 1921-1922 
1 005 Season programs, 1922-1923. Digitized File Available: ms-0131 
1 006 Season programs, 1923-1924. Digitized File Available: ms-0132 
1 007 Season programs, 1924-1925 
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Folder Title and Dates 
1 008 Season programs, 1925-1926. Digitized File Available: ms-0133 
1 009 Season programs, 1926-1927 
1 010 Season programs, 1927-1928. Digitized File Available: ms-0134 
1 011 Season programs, 1928-1929 
1 012 Season programs, 1929-1930 
1 013 Season programs, 1930-1931 
1 014 Season programs, 1931-1932 
1 015 Season programs, 1932-1933 
1 016 Season programs, 1933-1934. Digitized File Available: ms-0135 
1 017 Season programs and mailers, 1934-1935. Digitized File 
Available: ms-0136 
1 018 Season programs and mailers, 1935-1936 
1 019 Ford Hall Youth Forum Program, 1935-1936 
1 020 Season Program and mailers, 1936-1937. Digitized File 
Available: ms-0138 
1 021 Season programs and mailers, 1937-1938. Digitized File 
Available: ms-0137, ms-0139 
1 022 Season programs and mailers, 1938-1939 
1 023 Season programs and mailers, 1939-1940. Digitized File 
Available: ms-0140, ms-0141 
1 024 Season programs, 1940-1941 
1 025 Season programs and mailers, 1941-1942 
1 026 Season programs and mailers, 1942-1943 
1 027 Season programs and mailers, 1943-1944 
1 028 Season programs and mailers, 1944-1945 
1 029 Season programs, 1945-1946 
1 030 Season programs and mailers, 1946-1947 
2 031 Season programs and mailers, 1947-1948 
2 032 Season programs and mailers, 1948-1949 
2 033 Season programs, 1950-1951 
2 034 Season programs and mailers, 1951-1952 
2 035 Season programs and mailers, 1952-1953. Digitized File 
Available: ms-0145 
2 036 Season mailers, 1954-1955 
2 037 50 Year Anniversary Book, 1958. Note: The booklet includes 
the history of the organization; tributes to George W. Coleman 
and David K. Niles; excerpts from letters of congratulations from 
notable people; and information about the 50th Anniversary 
dinner. 
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Folder Title and Dates 
2 038 Reverend Martin Luther King Jr., Ford Hall Forum Address 
Transcript, 1963. Digitized File Available: ms-0161 
2 039 Malcolm X, Ford Hall Forum Address Transcript, 06 October 
1963. Digitized File Available: ms-0162 
2 040 Season Program, 1966-1967. Digitized File Available: ms-0146 
2 041 Speaker invitations declined, 1962-1986 
2 042 Season Program, 1968 
2 043 Season Program, 1969 
2 044 Season Program, 1970 
2 045 William Kuntsler speaker file, 04 October 1970 
2 046 Herbert Marcuse speaker file, 11 October 1970 
2 047 Alan S. Katz M.D. speaker file, 18 October 1970 
2 048 Elmo Zumwalt speaker file, 22 October 1970 
2 049 Marie Syrkin speaker file, 27 October 1970 
2 050 The Proposition event file, 08 November 1970 
2 051 Roger Fisher speaker file, 03 November 1970 
2 052 James Farmer speaker file, 15 November, 1970 
2 053 S.E. Luria speaker file, 22 November, 1970 
2 054 Edward Said speaker file, 29 November 1970 
2 055 Shirley Chisholm speaker file, 03 October 1971 
2 056 Gloria Steinem and Dorothy Pitman speaker file, 17 October 
1971 
2 057 Senator Charles Goodell speaker file, 24 October 1971 
2 058 Fred Rodgers speaker file, 07 November 1971 
2 059 Jonathan Kozol speaker file, 21 November 1971 
2 060 John F. Kerry speaker file, 05 December 1971 
2 061 Dr. Kingman Brewster speaker file, 06 December, 1971 
2 062 John Kenneth Galbraith speaker file, 10 December 1971 
2 063 William A. Rusher speaker file, 12 December 1971 
2 064 Season Program, 1972. Digitized File Available: ms-0147 
2 065 Ramsey Clark speaker file, 24 September 1972 
2 066 Dr. Margaret Mead speaker file, 8 October 1972 
2 067 John O. Boone speaker file, 29 October 1972 
2 068 Dr. Jerome G. Miller speaker file, 29 October 1972 
2 069 Dr. Rollo May speaker file, 12 November 1972 
2 070 John Silber speaker file, 19 November 1972 
2 071 Elma Lewis speaker file, 26 November 1972 
2 072 Roy Wilkins speaker file, 03 December 1972 
2 073 Season Program, 1973. Digitized File Available: ms-0148 
2 074 Tom Wicker speaker file, 30 September, 1973 
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2 075 Carl Bernstein speaker file, 07 October 1973 
2 076 Sir Bernard Lovell speaker file, 14 October 1973 
2 077 Dick Gregory speaker file, 28 October 1973 
2 078 Gore Vidal speaker file, 04 November 1973 
2 079 Dr. Thomas A. Harris speaker file, 11 November, 1973 
3 080 Judith Crist speaker file, 18 November 1973 
3 081 Robert J. Grazia speaker file, 25 November 1973 
3 082 Herman Kahn speaker file, 02 December 1973 
3 083 Season Program, 1974-1975. Note: See also the Season Posters 
in Series 3.3 
3 084 Marvin Kalb speaker file, 06 October 1974 
3 085 Bill Moyers speaker file, 13 October 1974 
3 086 Dan Rather speaker file, 13 October 1974 
3 087 Ralph Nader speaker file, 27 October 1974 
3 088 Germaine Greer speaker file, 03 November 1974 
3 089 Daniel P. Moynihan speaker file, Declined, 1974 
3 090 Season Program, 1975-1976. Note: See also the Season Posters 
in Series 3.3 
3 091 Williams P. Howmans speaker file, 06 April 1975 
3 092 William Loeb speaker file, 13 April, 1975 
3 093 Harvey Cox speaker file, 20 April 1975 
3 094 Florynce Kennedy speaker file, 04 May 1975 
3 095 Angela Davis speaker file, 05 October 1975 
3 096 Jimmy Breslin speaker file, 12 October 1975 
3 097 Daniel Schorr speaker file, 19 October 1975 
3 098 Fuller R. Buckminster speaker file, 26 October 1975 
3 099 Nora Ephron speaker file, 02 November 1975 
3 100 Erica Jong speaker file, 02 November 1975 
3 101 Reid Buckley speaker file, declined, 1975-1976 
3 102 Season program and newsletters, 1976-1977. Note: See also the 
Season Posters in Series 3.3 
3 103 Max Lerner speaker file, 04 April, 1976 
3 104 Bruno Bettleheim speaker file, 18 April 1976 
3 105 Elliot Janeway speaker file, 24 April 1976 
3 106 Isaac Asimov speaker file, 02 May 1976 
3 107 George Ball speaker file, 16 October 1976 
3 108 Elie Wiesel speaker file, 24 October 1976 
3 109 Reverend Jesse Jackson speaker file, 21 October 1976 
3 110 Tom Wolfe speaker file, 07 November 1976 
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3 111 Season programs, 1977-1978. Note: See also the Season Posters 
in Series 3.3 
3 112 Professor Kenneth Keniston speaker file, 03 April 1977 
3 113 Professor Frank E. Manuel speaker file, 03 April 1977 
3 114 Professor B.F. Skinner speaker file, 03 April 1977 
3 115 James Reston speaker file, 17 April 1977 
3 116 Dr. Robert Coles speaker file, 24 April, 1977 
3 117 A Tribute to Ayn Rand event file, 10 April 1977 
3 118 Congresswoman Elizabeth Holtzman speaker file, 01 May 1977 
3 119 Roger Mudd speaker file, 02 October 1977 
3 120 Larry Flynt speaker file, 09 October 1977 
3 121 Dr. Barry Commoner speaker file, 16 October 1977 
3 122 Bella Abzug speaker file, 23 October 1977 
3 123 I.F. Stone speaker file, 30 October 1977 
3 124 Season programs and newsletters, 1978-1979 
3 125 Rueben L. Lurie Dinner event file, 1978 
3 126 Theodore Bikel speaker file, 02 April 1978 
3 127 Dr. Edgar Berman speaker file, 23 April, 1978 
3 128 Dr. Vri Ra'anan speaker file, 30 April, 1978 
3 129 Maggie Kuhn speaker file, 15 October 1978 
3 130 Alan M. Dershowitz speaker file, 29 October 1978 
3 131 Bernard Kale speaker file, 25 March 1979 
3 132 Ambassador Ephraim Evron speaker file, 01 April 1979 
3 133 Professor Henry W. Kendall speaker file, 08 April 1979 
3 134 Professor Norman C. Rasmussen speaker file, 08 April, 1979 
3 135 Donald Woods speaker file, 15 April 1979 
3 136 Geoffrey Godsell speaker file, 22 April 1979 
3 137 Season programs, 1979-1980. Note: See also the Season Posters 
in Series 3.3 
3 138 Phyllis Schlafly and Karen DeCrow speaker file, 29 April 1979. 
Digitized File Available: ms-0149 
3 139 David Halbertstan speaker file, 07 October 1979 
3 140 J. Kenneth Galbraith speaker file, 14 October 1979 
3 141 Ralph Nader speaker file, 21 October 1979 
3 142 Samuel Schwartz speaker file, 21 October 1979 
3 143 Nicholas Johnson speaker file, 28 October 1979 
3 144 Midge Costanza speaker file, 04 November 1979 
4 145 William F. Buckley Jr. speaker file, 13 April 1980 
4 146 Professor Arthur R. Miller speaker file, 20 April 1980 
4 147 Fred Graham speaker file, 20 April 1980 
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4 148 Cleveland Amory speaker file, 27 April 1980 
4 149 Natalie Jacobson speaker file, 27 April 1980 
4 150 Wade McCree speaker file, 27 April 1980 
4 151 Vance Packard speaker file, 04 May 1980 
4 152 Commissioner Joseph M. Jordan speaker file, 11 May 1980 
4 153 Representative Barney Frank speaker file, 11 May 1980 
4 154 Judge Samuel Zoll speaker file, 17 May 1980 
4 155 Season programs, 1980-1981. Note: See also Season Posters in 
Series 3.3 
4 156 Professor John Roche speaker file, 05 October 1980 
4 157 Robert L. Healy speaker file, 05 October 1980 
4 158 William Safire speaker file, 05 October 1980 
4 159 Dr. Isaac Asimov speaker file, 12 October 1980 
4 160 Dick Gregory speaker file, 19 October 1980 
4 161 Professor Barry Commoner speaker file, 26 October 1980 
4 162 Professor Daniel Yergin speaker file, 26 October 1980 
4 163 Professor Robert F. Delaney speaker file, 02 November 1980 
4 164 Norman Lear Dinner event file, 29 March 1981. Note: See also: 
event photos in Series 3.2 
4 165 Doris Kearns speaker file, 05 April 1981 
4 166 Dr. Harvey G. Cox Jr. Speaker File, 12 April 1981 
4 167 Ayn Rand speaker file, 26 April 1981. Note: See also event 
photos in Series 3.2 
4 168 Senator William Proxmire speaker file, 03 May 1981. Note: See 
also event photos in Series 3.2 
4 169 Season programs, 1981-1982 
4 170 Cal Thomas speaker file, 04 October 1981 
4 171 Barney Frank speaker file, 10 October 1981 
4 172 Ellen Goodman speaker file, 11 October 1981 
4 173 Alexander Ginzburg speaker file, 18 October 1981 
4 174 Professor J. Kenneth Galbraith speaker file, 25 October 1981 
4 175 Dr. Joseph R. Stanton speaker file, 01 November 1981 
4 176 Dr. Phillip Stubblefield speaker file, 01 November 1981 
4 177 Carolyn L. Weaver speaker file, 28 March 1982 
4 178 Honorable Wilbur Cohen speaker file, 28 March 1982 
4 179 Daniel Yankelovich speaker file, 04 April 1982 
4 180 Andrew Young speaker file, 18 April 1982 
4 181 Ayn Rand speaker file, 25 April, 1982 
4 182 Dr. Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 25 April, 1982 
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4 
183 Maya Angelou, First Amendment Award Event File, 09 May 
1982. Digitized File Available: ms-0150 
4 184 Season programs, 1982-1983. Note: See also Season Posters in 
Series 3.3 
4 185 Ramsey Clark speaker file, 03 October 1982 
4 186 Ellen Feingold speaker file, 17 October 1982 
4 187 Lewis H. Spence speaker file, 17 October 1982 
4 188 Dr. Andrew F. Brimmer speaker file, 24 October 1982 
4 189 Carl Kaysen speaker file, 31 October 1982 
4 190 Doris Kearns-Goodwin speaker file, 07 November 1982 
4 191 James C. Thomson Jr. speaker file, 07 November 1982 
4 192 Jonathan Moore speaker file, 07 November 1982 
4 193 Reverend Jesse Jackson speaker file, 22 March, 1983. Note: See 
also event photos in Series 3.2 
4 194 Andrew Young speaker file, 8 April 1983 
4 195 I.F. Stone speaker file, 10 April 1983 
4 196 Professor J. Kenneth Galbraith speaker file, 17 April 1983 
4 197 Dr. Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 24 April 1983 
4 198 75th Anniversary event planning file, 1983. Note: Featured 
speaker: Jules Feiffer. See also: event photos in Series 3.2 
4 199 75th Anniversary commemorative booklet, program and event 
invitation, 1983. Digitized File Available: ms-0166 
 
5 200 75th Anniversary Article in the Boston Globe Magazine, 27 
March 1983 
5A 201 75th Anniversary letters of congratulations, 1983.  
Stored in oversized box. Note: Includes letters framed in mats 
from: Bruno Bettelheim, Julian Bond, Edward W. Brooke, 
William S. Coffin, Norman Cousins, Harvey G. Cox,  Karen De 
Crow, Robert J. Drinan, S.J., Charles Evers, Robert L. Healy, 
William P. Homans, Jr., Eliot Janeway, Bernard Kalb, John F. 
Kerry, Jonathan Kozol, George McGovern, Vance Packard, Uri 
Ra'anan, Daniel Schorr, Benjamin Spock, George Wald, Max 
Zerner 
5 202 Frank Mankiewicz, First Amendment Award event file, 01 May 
1983 
5 203 Season programs, 1983-1984. Note: See also Season Posters in 
Series 3.3 
5 204 Barney Frank speaker file, 02 October 1983. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
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5 205 Patrick Buchanan speaker file, 02 October 1983. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
5 206 Harold Washington speaker file, 16 October 1983. Note: See 
also event photos in Series 3.2 
5 207 Ralph Nader speaker file, 23 October 1983. Note: See also event 
photos in Series 3.2 
5 208 Richard Neely speaker file, 23 October 1983. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
5 209 Barbara Matusow speaker file, 30 October 1983. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
5 210 Sy Yanoff speaker file, 30 October 1983. Note: See also event 
photos in Series 3.2 
5 211 Sissela Bok speaker file, 06 November 1983. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
5 212 Seymour Hersh speaker file, 25 March 1983. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
5 213 Douglas Fraser speaker file, 01 April 1984 
5 214 Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick speaker file, 05 April 1984 
5 215 Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 14 April 1984 
5 216 Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 15 April 1984. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
5 217 Senator Paul Tsongas, First Amendment Award event file, 29 
April, 1984, Note: See also event photos in Series 3.2 
5 218 Season Program, 1984-1985 
5 219 Bella Abzug speaker file, 23 September 1984. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
5 220 Robert Novak speaker file, September 23, 1984. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
5 221 Helen Caldicott speaker file, 30 September 1984. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
5 222 David Halbertstan speaker file, 04 October 1984. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
5 223 John Silber speaker file, 18 October 1984. Note: See also event 
photos in Series 3.2 
5 224 Ray Bonner speaker file, 18 October 1984. Note: See also event 
photos in Series 3.2 
5 225 Dr. Richard Restak speaker file, 21 October 1984 
5 226 John Stockwell speaker file, 28 October 1984. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
5 227 William Colby speaker file, 28 October 1984 
5 228 Tom Wicker speaker file, 31 March 1985. Note: See also event 
photos in Series 3.2 
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5 229 Benjamin Hooks speaker file, 18 April, 1985 
5 230 John Kaplan speaker file, 18 April, 1985 
5 231 Lester Thurow speaker file, 21 April 1985 
5 232 Cal Thomas speaker file, 25 April 1985 
5 233 Harvey Cox speaker file, 25 April 1985 
5 234 Tony Podesta speaker file, 25 April 1985 
5 235 Thomas Winship, First Amendment Award event file, 28 April 
1985 
5 236 Season programs, 1985-1986 
5 237 Howard Baker speaker file, 22 September 1985 
5 238 Chuck Kraemer speaker file, 29 September 1985 
5 239 Stephen Schiff speaker file, 29 September 1985 
5 240 C. Everett Koop speaker file, 02 October 1985 
5 241 Richard Daynard speaker file, 10 October 1985 
5 242 Frances Moore Lappe speaker file, 20 October 1985 
5 243 World Hunger event file, 20 October 1985 
5 244 Lt. General James Abrahamson speaker file, 24 October 1985 
5 245 Reverend Beyers Naude speaker file, 27 October 1985 
5 246 Eleanor Holmes speaker file, 03 November 1985 
5 247 Paul Starr speaker file, 07 November 1985 
5 248 Arnold Hiatt speaker file, 27 March 1986 
5 249 Ellen Galinsky speaker file, 27 March 1986 
5 250 Margaret McKenna speaker file, 27 March 1986 
5 251 Marian Blum speaker file, 27 March 1986 
5 252 Sarah Lawrence Lightfoot, 03 April 1986 
5 253 Eliot Richardson speaker file, 10 April 1986 
5 254 Lloyd Cutler speaker file, April 10, 1986 
5 255 J. Larry Brown speaker file, 13 April 1986 
5 256 Mickey Leland speaker file, 13 April 1986 
6 257 Daniel Ellsberg speaker file, 17 April 1986 
6 258 John Pike speaker file, 17 April 1986 
6 259 David Gergen speaker file, 18 April, 1986 
6 260 Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 20 April 1986 
6 261 John Healey speaker file, 27 April 1986 
6 262 Kyung Suk Soh speaker file, 27 April 1986 
6 263 First Amendment Award for D. Schorr event file, 11 May 1986 
Note: Includes Daniel Schorr's remarks. Digitized File 
Available: ms-0165 
6 264 Season programs, 1986-1987 
6 265 Corazon Aquino speaker file, 20 September 1986 
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6 266 Franco Modigliani speaker file, 28 September 1986 
6 267 John Kenneth Galbraith speaker file, 28 September 1986 
6 268 Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 28 September 1986 
6 269 Sanctuary: Moral Imperatives and Illegal Acts event File, 05 
October 1986 
6 270 John William Ward Memorial Lecture event file, 16 October 
1986.  Note: Speaker William H. Webster 
6 271 Morris B. Abram speaker file, 26 October 1986 
6 272 Nathaniel R. Jones speaker file, 26 October 1986 
6 273 Bernard Aronson speaker file, 09 November 1986 
6 274 John Kerry speaker file, 09 November 1986 
6 275 Reverend Pat Robertson speaker file, 09 November 1986 
6 276 Arthur Miller speaker file, 16 November 1986 
6 277 David R. Gergen speaker file, 16 November 1986 
6 278 Martin F. Nolan speaker file, 16 November 1986 
6 279 Speaker invitations declined, 1987-1988 
6 280 Carolyn Compton speaker file, 5 April 1987 
6 281 Thomas H. Regan speaker file, 05 April 1987 
6 282 Andrew N. Rowan speaker file, 05 April 1987 
6 283 Laurence Tribe speaker file, 23 April 1987 
6 284 Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 26 April 1987 
6 285 Alexander Haig speaker file, 30 April 1987 
6 286 Nicholas Daniloff speaker file, 07 May 1987 
6 287 Seamus Heaney speaker file, 10 May 1987 
6 288 Season programs, flyers and invitations, 1987-1988 
6 289 Barney Frank speaker file, 27 September 1987 
6 290 Molly Yard speaker file, 15 October 1987 
6 291 Marian Edelman speaker file, 23 October 1987 
6 292 Hope and Healing event file, 29 October 1987 
6 293 I. F. Stone speaker file, 08 November 1987 
6 294 Norman Cousins speaker file, 15 November 1987 
7 295 Speaker invitations declined, 1988-1989 
7 296 Geraldine Ferraro speaker file, 14 April 1988 
7 297 John McLaughlin speaker file, 17 April 1988 
7 298 Amanda Cross speaker file, 21 April 1988 
7 299 Carolyn Heilbrun speaker file, 21 April 1988 
7 300 Robert Parker speaker file, 21 April 1988 
7 301 Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 24 April 1988 
7 302 Archibald Cox speaker file, 01 May 1988 
7 303 Pete Seeger speaker file, 15 May 1988 
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7 304 Season programs, 1988-1989 
7 305 Michael Harrington speaker file, 24 September 1988 
7 306 Gloria T. Hull speaker file, 13 October 1988 
7 307 Ann F. Lewis speaker file, 16 October 1988 
7 308 Who Judges the Judges? event file, 20 October 1988 
7 309 Arthur Liman speaker file, 27 October 1988 
7 310 Barry Bluestone speaker file, 30 October 1988 
7 311 Robert Reich speaker file, 30 October 1988 
7 312 Mubarak Awad speaker file, 04 November 1988 
7 313 Phillip Agee speaker file, 06 November 1988 
7 314 Warren Rudman and Barney Frank speaker file, 10 November 
1988 
7 315 Liz Carpenter speaker file, 17 November 1988 
7 316 Mamphela Ramphele speaker file, 30 March 1989 
7 317 Ellen Hume and Linda Wertheimer, 06 April 1989 
7 318 John Chancellor speaker file, 13 April 1989 
7 319 Mitchell Kapor speaker file, 16 April 1989 
7 320 Dr. Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 23 April 1989 
7 321 Philip Johnston and Marc Roberts speaker file, 07 May 1989 
7 322 Marvin Kalb and Ira Glasser speaker file, 14 May 1989 
7 323 Neil Sheehan speaker file, 18 May 1989 
7 324 Season programs, 1989-1990 
7 325 Denise Levertov speaker file, 14 September 1989 
7 326 Mike Peters and Paul Szep speaker file, 15 October 1989 
7 327 Representative Patricia Schroeder speaker file, Declined, 1989 
7 328 J. Jackson Walter speaker file, 09 November 1989 
8 329 Future of the Democratic Reform Movement in China speaker 
file, 19 October 1989. Note: See also, event photos in Series 3.2 
8 330 Herbert Benson speaker file, 05 November 1989 
8 331 Henry Kendall and Claudine Schneider speaker file, 12 
November 1989 
8 332 Sexual Abuse of Children event file, 30 November 1989 
8 333 Thomas Seizer and Dershowitz speaker file, 03 April 1989  
8 334 Speaker invitations declined (Folder 1 of 2), 1990 
8 335 Speaker invitations declined (Folder 2 of 2), 1990 
8 336 Jennifer Casolo speaker file, 28 January 1990 
8 337 C.F. Beyers Navde speaker file, 14 March 1990 
8 338 Bette Bao and Winston Lord speaker file, 25 March 1990 
8 339 Rita Klimova speaker file, 29 March 1990 
8 340 David Broder speaker file, 12 April 1990 
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8 341 Randall Hayes speaker file, 26 April 1990 
8 342 Katherine Fanning speaker file, 03 May 1990 
8 343 Louis P. and Evelyn Smith, 1st Amendment Award, 20 May 
1990 
8 344 William Bennett speaker file, 02 July 1990 
8 345 Season programs, 1990-1991 
8 346 Rosanne Cash speaker file, 18 October 1990 
8 347 David Ross speaker file, 18 October 1990 
8 348 Rosabeth Moss Kanter speaker file, 28 October 1990 
8 349 Justice William Brennan, 1st Amendment Award, 31 July 1990 
8 350 Justice William Brennan, 1st Amendment Award, 28 December 
1990 
8 351 Paula McMartin speaker file, 08 November 1990 
8 352 Howard Nemerov speaker file, 08 November 1990 
8 353 Michael Barnett and Theodore Sizer speaker file, 15 November 
1990 
8 354 Sports Event File, 18 November 1990 
9 355 Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 02 December 1990 
9 356 Speaker invitations declined, 1991 
9 357 Zalman Shoval speaker file, 23 March 1991 
9 358 David Duke speaker file, 28 March 1991. Digitized File 
Available: ms-0142 
9 359 David Duke, News clips, 28 March 1991. Digitized File 
Available: ms-0143, ms-0144 
9 360 Jean Kilbourne speaker file, 7 April 1991 
9 361 Jonathan Mann speaker file, 18 April 1991 
9 362 Daniel Yergin speaker file, 25 April 1991 
9 363 Kevin Phillips speaker file, 28 April 1991 
9 364 Daniel Yergin speaker file, 02 May 1991 
9 365 First Amendment Award for Rosa Parks event file, 05 May 1991. 
Note: See also event photos in Series 3.2 
9 366 Rosa Parks, News clippings, 05 May 1991 
9 367 1991 Evening at the Pops event file, 10 June 1991 
9 368 Season program and newsletters, 1991-1992 
9 369 Dr. Louis Sullivan speaker file, 29 September 1991 
9 370 Tim O'Brien speaker file, 24 October 1991 
9 371 Nannerl Keohane speaker file, 3 November 1991 
9 372 Washington Week in Review event file, 14 November 1991 
9 373 Childhood Hungry in America event file, 17 November 1991 
9 374 Jonathan Kozol speaker file, 21 November 1991 
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10 375 Speaker invitations declined (Folder 1 of 2), 1992 
10 376 Speaker invitations declined (Folder 2 of 2), 1992 
10 377 Cokie Roberts speaker file, 02 April 1992 
10 378 Albert Gone speaker file, 05 April 1992 
10 379 Women, Power and Politics event file, 12 April 1992 
10 380 Should Japan Be Allowed to Buy the U.S.? event file, 23 April 
1992 
10 381 Why Are My Insurance Premiums So High? event file, 16 April 
1992 
10 382 Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 26 April 1992 
10 383 Mortal Friends event file, 30 April 1992 
10 384 1992 Evening at the Pops event file, 05 June 1992 
10 385 Season programs and mailers, 1992-1993 
10 386 Sissela Bok speaker file, 01 October 1992 
10 387 Edward M. Kennedy, David S. Cheever Jr and Corine Williams, 
01 November 1992 
10 388 David S. Nelson speaker file, 15 October 1992. Note: See also 
event photos in Series 3.2 
10 389 Mike Barnicle and David Brudnoy speaker file, 25 October 1992 
10 390 Harper's Magazine Panel event file, 29 October 1992 
10 391 Speaker invitations declined (Folder 1 of 2), 1993 
10 392 Speaker invitations declined (Folder 2 of 2), 1993 
10 393 Kevin Phillips speaker file, 18 March 1993 
10 394 History and the Kennedys event file, 25 March 1993 
10 395 Why Remember event file, 08 April 1993 
11 396 Political Platform for the People event file, 15 April 1993 
11 397 Nat Hentoff speaker file, 16 May 1993 
11 398 Good Fight event file, 19 May 1993 
11 399 Northeastern University, 50th Anniversary Women's Students 
event file, 21 May 1993 
11 400 Vivian Beard and Alice Walker speaker file, 25 May 1993 
11 401 1993 Evening at the Pops event file, 06 July 1993 
11 402 Season programs and mailers, 1993-1994 
11 403 Volunteer Fair Keynote Program event file, 11 September 1993 
11 404 Stephen Carter speaker file, 05 October 1993 
11 405 Reverend Al Sharpton speaker file, 14 October 1993 
11 406 Robin Casarjian speaker file, 17 October 1993 
11 407 Media: Too Aggressive or Too Docile event file, 21 October 
1993 
11 408 Roger Rosenblatt speaker file, 24 October 1993 
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11 409 Future of Capital Markets event file, 28 October 1993 
11 410 Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 02 November 1993 
11 411 Janet Reno speaker file, 17 November 1993 
11 412 Speaker Invitations Declined (folder 1 of 3), 1994 
11 413 Speaker Invitations Declined (folder 2 of 3), 1994 
11 414 Speaker Invitations Declined (folder 3 of 3), 1994 
11 415 Robert MacNeil speaker file, 10 March 1994 
12 416 How to do well by doing good event file, 24 March 1994 
12 417 Muhammed Sacirbey speaker File, 10 April 1994 
12 418 Kate Michelman speaker File, 14 April 1994 
12 419 Violence in the City event file, 21 April 1994. Note: Speakers 
Ralph Martin, Bob Rufo, Eli Newberger 
12 420 Jane Fonda and Ted Turner speaker File, 28 April, 1994 
12 421 Ted Turner speaker File, 28 April 1994 
12 422 Gloria Steinem speaker File, 12 May 1994 
12 423 Dr. Jocelyn Elders speaker File, 17 May 1994 
12 424 Boston Busing Crisis 20 Years Later event file, 25 May 1994 
12 425 Evening at the Pops event file, 8 June 1994 
12 426 Season program and newsletters, 1994-1995 
12 427 Kevin Phillips speaker File, 18 September 1994 
12 428 Derrick Bell speaker File, 06 October 1994 
12 429 Overselling of America event file, 13 October 1994 
12 430 Diana Eck, Melcher Book Award, 27 October 1994 
12 431 Henry Hampton speaker File, 01 November 1987 
12 432 Red Auerbach speaker File, 03 November 1994 
12 433 Sue Ducat speaker File, 04 November 1994 
12 434 Rosalyn Carter speaker File, 09 November 1994 
12 435 Speaker Invitations Declined (folder 1 of 2), 1995 
12 436 Speaker Invitations Declined (folder 2 of 2), 1995 
12 437 American Justice on Trial event file, 16 March 1995 
12 438 David Hall speaker File, 9 March 1995 
13 439 Charles Murray speaker File, 23 March 1995 
13 440 The Honorable Henry Cisneros speaker file, 06 April 1995 
13 441 Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 23 April 1995 
13 442 Sarah Brady speaker file, 27 April 1995 
13 443 Hanan Ashrawi speaker file, 18 May 1995 
13 444 President's Dinner event file, 06 June 1995. Note: Speaker is 
Professor John Kenneth Galbraith 
13 445 Season program and newsletters, 1995-1996 
13 446 Evening at the Pops event file, 29 June 1995 
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13 447 Thomas Payzant speaker file, 15 October 1995 
13 448 Does America Need a Third Party? event file, 12 October 1995 
13 449 Eva Fogelman speaker file, 19 October 1995 
13 450 Lynne Cheney speaker file, 22 October 1995 
13 451 Ford Hall Forum Election event file, 02 November 1995 
13 452 Public Television event file, 09 November 1995 
13 453 Norman Mailer speaker file, 10 November 1995 
13 454 Tony Brown speaker file, 16 November 1995 
13 455 Cancelled Event, Affirmative Action, 1996 
13 456 Speaker Invitations Declined (folder 1 of 2), 1996 
13 457 Speaker Invitations Declined (folder 2 of 2), 1996 
14 458 Marian Wright Edelman speaker file, 20 March 1996 
14 459 Rebecca Walker speaker file, 27 March 1996 
14 460 Deval Patrick speaker file, 31 March 1996 
14 461 Elizabeth Drew speaker file, 18 April 1996 
14 462 Dr. Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 21 April 1996 
14 463 Robert Gates speaker file, 28 April, 1996 
14 464 Patricia Smith speaker file, 16 May 1996 
14 465 Aerosmith event file, 19 May 1996 
14 466 Evening at the Pops event file, 19 June 1996 
14 467 Season Program and Newsletters, 1996-1997 
14 468 Edward C. Johnson speaker file, 26 September 1996 
14 469 Geoffrey Fieger speaker file, 29 September 1996 
14 470 Lessons from the Past speaker file, 03 October 1996 
14 471 Ralph Reed speaker file, 24 October 1996 
14 472 Marion Hammer speaker file, 03 November 1996 
14 473 Professor Robert Richardson speaker file, 07 November 1996 
14 474 Chan Heng Chee speaker file, 03 December 1996 
15 475 Speaker Invitations Declined (folder 1 of 3), 1997 
15 476 Speaker invitations declined (folder 2 of 3), 1997 
15 477 Speaker invitations declined (folder 3 of 3), 1997 
15 478 David Brudnoy speaker file, 09 March 1997 
15 479 William Bratton speaker file, 13 March 1997 
15 480 Politics and the Press event file, 18 March 1997 
15 481 Professor Lester Thurow speaker file, 20 March 1997 
15 482 The Honorable Robert Reich speaker file, 03 April 1997 
15 483 Faye Wattleton speaker file, 06 April 1997 
15 484  E.D. Hirsch Jr. speaker file, 17 April 1997 
15 485 Adm. Stansfield Turner speaker file, 26 April 1998 
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15 486 Evening at the Pops event file, 17 June 1997 
15 487 Season, program and newsletters, 1997-1998 
15 488 Melcher Book Award event file, 31 July 1997 
16 489 Dr. Susan Love speaker file, 21 September 1997 
16 490 Terry Gross, First Amendment Award event file, 28 September 
1997 
16 491 Keith Lockhart speaker file, 26 October 1997 
16 492 Outside the Law Panel event file, 30 October 1997 
16 493 Robert Pinsky speaker file, 09 November 1997 
16 494 Cornel West speaker file, 13 November 1997 
16 495 Civic Renewal Panel event file, 27 October 1997 
16 496 Humanities Lost and Found event file, 20 November 1997 
16 497 Speaker invitations declined (Folder 1 of 2), 1998 
16 498 Speaker invitations declined (Folder 2 of 2), 1998 
16 499 Lani Guinier speaker file, 05 April 1998 
16 500 Sheldon Krimsky speaker file, 06 April, 1998 
16 501 J. Brian Atwood speaker file, 14 March 1998 
17 502 Evening at the Pops event file, 17 June 1998 
17 503 Season programs, 1998-1999 
17 504 Cleve Jones speaker file, 08 November 1998 
17 505 John Lewis speaker file, 08 November 1998 
17 506 John Lewis speaker file, 08 November 1998 
17 507 Wendy Kaminer speaker file, 19 November 1998 
17 508 Dr. Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 22 November 1998 
17 509 Kevin Phillips speaker file, 04 February 1999 
17 510 Jack Blum speaker file, 04 March 1999 
17 511 Sidney Jay Zabludoff speaker file, 07 March 1999 
17 512 Chrisena Coleman speaker file, 14 March 1999 
17 513 Harvey A. Silvergate speaker file, 25 March 1999 
17 514 Steven Drucker speaker file, 21 April 1999 
17 515 Hon Carol Browner speaker file, 28 April 1999 
17 516 Evening at the Pops event file, 19 May 1999 
17 517 Annet Henneman speaker file, 15 June 1999 
17 518 Season programs, 1999-2000 
17 519 Valerie A. Stephens speaker file, 19 August 1999 
17 520 David Franklin speaker file, 29 September 1999 
18 521 Campaign Finance as Civil Rights Issue event file (Folder 1 of 
2), 19 October 1999 
18 522 Campaign Finance as Civil Rights Issue event file (Folder 2 of 
2), 19 October 1999 
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18 523 Richard Landes speaker file, 27 October 1999 
18 524 Afghanistan Between Three Worlds event file, 01 November 
1999 
18 525 Marvin Kalb speaker file, 03 November 1999 
18 526 Lorraine Roses speaker file, 08 December 1999 
18 527 George McCully speaker file, 03 February 2000 
18 528 James W. Loewen speaker file, 16 February 2000 
18 529 Gordon Fellman speaker file, 16 March 2000 
18 530 Robert Duvall speaker file, 28 March 2000 
18 531 Ivan Thomas speaker file, 04 April 2000 
18 532 End School Violence Now event  file, 25 April 2000 
19 533 Dr. Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 29 April 2000 
19 534 Jean Kilbourne speaker file, 23 May 2000 
19 535 Shakespeare's Lessons event  file, 13 June 2000 
19 536 Evening at the Pops event file, 29 June 2000 
19 537 Season program and newsletters, 2000-2001 
19 538 Jean Hardisty speaker file, 26 September 2000 
19 539 The Aging Odyssey event file, 04 October 2000 
19 540 Debating Nat'l Security event file, 22 October 2000 
19 541 Frank Barney speaker file, 15 November 2000 
19 542 Land That Could Be speaker file, 29 November 2000 
19 543 Jane Holtz Kay speaker file, 13 December 2000 
19 544 Reich Robert speaker file, 13 February 2001 
19 545 Charlene Gilbert speaker file, 23 March 2001 
19 546 Peter Neufeld speaker file, 22 March 2001 
20 547 Barbara Neely speaker file, 11 April 2001 
20 548 James K. Glassman speaker file, 26 April 2001 
20 549 Boston Chefs and Local Farms event file, 08 May 2001 
20 550 Pops event file, 23 May 2001 
20 551 Chip Berlet speaker file, 05 June 2001 
20 552 Season program and newsletters, 2001-2002 
20 553 Children's Right to Non-Violence event file, 29 September 2001 
20 554 Terrorism event file, 10 October 2001 
20 555 Trapped by Trouble event file, 11 October 2001 
20 556 World Unleashed event file, 01 November 2001 
20 557 Navigating Friendships Across Racial Division event file, 06 
November 2001 
20 558 Creative Economy Initiative event file, 15 November 2001 
21 559 Peter Schumann speaker file, 29 November 2001 
21 560 Stephen Jay Gould speaker file, 10 December 2001 
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21 561 Maher, 1st Amendment Award event file, June 2002 
21 562 Debating Civil Liberties Post 9/11 event file, 12 February 2002 
21 563 The Emergency Majority event file, 06 March 2002 
21 564 Putting Students and Schools to the Test event file, 10 April 
2002 
21 565 Noam Chomsky speaker file, 23 April 2002 
21 566 Patricia McGovern speaker file, 02 May 2002 
21 567 Jeff Jacoby speaker file, 14 May 2002 
21 568 Evening at the Pops event file, 21 May 2002 
21 569 Boston Charter Day event file, 5-8 September 2002 
21 570 Paul Solman speaker file, 26 September 2002 
21 571 What's at the Heart of Marriage event file, 08 October 2002 
22 572 Debating Reparations for Slavery event file, 10 October 2002 
22 573 Fundamental Difference and Constructive Relationships event 
file, 24 October 2002 
22 574 Afghanistan and the Press event file, 07 November 2002 
22 575 Barry Frank speaker file, 19 November 2002 
22 576 After Apartheid event file, 28 January 2003 
22 577 Speaker invitations declined, 2003 
22 578 Giovanna Negretti & Joseph Tovares speaker file, 11 March 
2003 
22 579 Leonard Peikoff speaker file, 06 April 2003 
22 580 Daddy & Papa event file, 13 May 2003 
23 581 Evening at the Pops event file, 20 May 2003 
23 582 See You in Court event file, 04 June 2003 
23 583 FCC Rule Changes event file, 09 June 2003 
23 584 U.S. Foreign Policy event file, 01 October 2003 
23 585 Brian McQuarrie and Stephen Burgard speaker file, 09 October 
2003 
23 586 Remembering the Ladies event file, 20 October 2003 
23 587 A People Adrift event file, 21 October 2003 
23 588 Juliette Kayyem speaker file, 17 November 2003 
23 589 Elephant in the State House event file, 03 December 2003 
23 590 Speaker invitations declined (folder 1 of 2), 2004 
23 591 Speaker invitations declined (folder 2 of 2), 2004 
24 592 Orlando Bagwell and Geoff Ward speaker file, 22 January 2004 
24 593 The Politics of Sex, Drugs & HIV/AIDS event file, 28 January 
2004. See also: event photos in Series 3.2 
24 594 Richard McNally & Belle Adler speaker file, 10 February 2004 
24 595 Prayer in Public event file, 16 March 2004 
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24 596 Frontier Justice event file, 30 March 2004 
24 597 Tadatoshi Akiba speaker file, 26 April 2004 
24 598 Medical Errors & Patient Safety event file, 11 May 2004 
24 599 Language Police event file, 18 May 2004 
24 600 Evening at the Pops event file, 26 May 2004 
24 601 Haitian Diaspora in Boston event file, 24 June 2004 
24 602 The Essential America event file, 27 July 2004 
24 603 The Good City event file, 22 September 2004 
25 604 Policing Baghdad event file, 29 September 2004. See also: event 
photos in Series 3.2 
25 605 30 Years After School Busing event file, 07 October 2004 
25 606 Hip-Hop Politics event file, 19 October 2004 
25 607 Tina Santi Flaherty speaker file, 27 October 2004 
25 608 Seymour Hersh speaker file, 29 October 2004 
25 609 Barney Frank, Election, 03 November 2004 
25 610 Disease Du Jour event file, 16 November 2004 
25 611 Cokie Roberts speaker file, 29 November 2004 
25 612 Speaker invitations declined, 2005-2007 
25 613 Unforgivable Blackness event file, 13 January 2005 
25 614 Richard Bradley speaker file, 09 March 2005 
26 615 Breaking Ranks event file, 04 April 2005 
26 616 Martha Burk speaker file, 12 April 2005 
26 617 Sarah Vowell speaker file, 20 April 2005 
26 618 Barbara Olshansky speaker file, 03 May 2005 
26 619 Evening at the Pops event file, 24 May 2005 
26 620 Howie Carr speaker file, 21 June 2005 
26 621 Jay Rosen speaker file, 21 September 2005 
26 622 Eli Pariser speaker file, 02 October 2005 
26 623 Season Flyers, 2005-2006 
26 624 Women of Peace, Nobel Prize, 24 October 2005 
26 625 Rebels With A Cause event file, 03 November 2005 
26 626 Women to Women event file, 17 November 2005 
27 627 Vietnam event file, 06 December 2005 
27 628 Sarah Vowell speaker file, 2005 
27 629 Charter Day event file, 2005 
27 630 Paul Cellucci speaker file, 23 March 2006 
27 631 Guantanamo Bay event file, 30 March 2006 
27 632 Maggie Gallagher speaker file, 06 March 2006 
27 633 Margaret M. Gullette speaker file, 27 April 2006 
27 634 Stem Cell event file, 04 May 2006 
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27 635 Thomas W. Payzant speaker file, 11 May 2008 
27 636 Evening at the Pops event file, 11 May 2006 
27 637 The Punishment of Virtue event file, 11 September 2006 
27 638 Sister Helen Prejean speaker file, 12 September 2006 
27 639 The Darwin Conspiracy event file, 28 September 2006 
27 640 The Great Firewall of China event file, 12 October 2006 
27 641 Dr. Yaron Brook speaker file, 22 October 2006 
27 642 Color of Wealth event file, 09 November 2006 
27 643 Louis P. and Evelyn Smith, First Amendment Award event file, 
01 December 2006. Note: See also event photos in Series 3.2 
27 644 You Don't Know Us event file, 15 March 2007 
27 645 Marshall Goldman speaker file, 22 March 2007 
27 646 Richard Lindzen speaker file, 22 April 2007 
28 647 Future of Theater speaker file, 30 April 2007 
28 648 Disaster Preparedness in MA event file, 03 May 2007 
28 649 Blessed Unrest event file, 21 May 2007 
28 650 Evening at the Pops event file, 22 May 2007 
28 651 John Dean speaker file, 13 September 2007 
28 652 Garrison Keillor speaker file, 17 September 2007 
28 653 Charlie Savage speaker file, 04 October 2007 
28 654 Shock Therapy event file, 15 October 2007 
28 655 The Motherhood Manifesto event file, 18 October 2007 
28 656 Rami Khouri speaker file, 15 November 2007 
28 657 Lou Dobbs speaker file, 19 November 2007 
28 658 Speaker invitations declined (folder 1 of 2) 2008 
28 659 Speaker invitations declined (folder 2 of 2) 2008 
28 660 Anita Hill, First Amendment Award, 20 March 2008. Note: See 
also event photos in Series 3.2 
28 661 Amy Dockser Marcus speaker file, 27 March 2008 
29 662 Strobe Talbott speaker file, 03 April 2008 
29 663 Herman Badillo speaker file, 13 April 2008 
29 664 Danny Schechter speaker file, 17 April 2008 
29 665 Yaron Brook speaker file, 08 May 2008 
29 666 Anita Hill, First Amendment Award, 20 May 2008 
29 667 Evening at the Pops event file, 22 May 2008 
29 668 Cecile Richards speaker file, 29 May 2008. Note: See also event 
photos in Series 3.2 
29 669 George Lakoff speaker file, 05 June 2008. Note: See also event 
photos in Series 3.2 
29 670 Jimmy Wales speaker file, 11 September 2008 
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29 671 Thomas Blanton speaker file, 18 September 2008 
29 672 Reception event file, 11 September 2008 
29 673 Laurence Tribe speaker file, 25 September 2008 
29 674 Jon Keller speaker file, 05 October 2008 
29 675 Douglas J. Feith speaker file, 23 October 2008 
29 676 James Carroll speaker file, 30 October 2008 
29 677 Gary Hirshberg speaker file, 06 November 2008 
29 678 Presidential Election event file, 13 November 2008 
29 679 Speaker invitations declined, 2009-2010 
29 680 The End event file, 26 March 2009 
29 681 Gwen Ifill, First Amendment Award, 05 March 2009 
29 682 Gwen Ifill, Reception, 05 March 2009 
29 683 Richard Stallman speaker file, 19 March 2009 
29 684 Juan Enriquez speaker file, 16 April 2009 
29 685 Phillip Longman speaker file, 23 April 2009 
29 686 Pops event file, 11 April 2009 
29 687 Nicholas Daniloff speaker file, 30 April 2009 
30 688 Afghanistan event file, 07 May 2009 
30 689 Season programs, 2009-2010 
30 690 Wendy Kaminer speaker file, 17 September 2009 
30 691 Consent for Photography event file, 01 October 2009 
30 692 Poetry Festival event file, 15 October 2009 
30 693 Autism event file, 29 October 2009. Note: See also event photos 
in Series 3.2 
30 694 Rudy Kass speaker file, 18 November 2009 
30 695 Sydney Finkelstein speaker file, 19 November 2009 
30 696 1st Amendment Award, 18 March 2010 
30 697 Mitt Romney speaker file, 08 April 2010 
30 698 Boston Public Schools event file, 15 April 2010 
30 699 Islam Debate event file, 22 April 2010 
30 700 Food event file, 29 April 2010 
30 701 The Emerging Fifth Estate event file, 06 May 2010 
30 702 Evening at the Pops event file, 11 May 2010 
30 703 Brook & Kadzis speaker file, 20 May 2010 
30 704 A Presidency in Peril event file, 03 June 2010 
30 705 AIDS and Social Justice event file, 30 September 2010 
30 706 Childhood Obesity event file, 07 October 2010 
30 707 Condoleezza Rice speaker file, 28 October 2010 
30 708 Election event file, 04 November 2010 
30 709 Lou Gossett Jr. speaker file, 08 November 2010 
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30 710 Evening at the Pops event file (cancelled), 2011 
30 711 Wiki Leaks event file, 24 March 2011 
30 712 Haiti & Aid event file, 31 March 2011 
30 713 Weather at War event file, 07 April 2011 
30 714 Bittersweet Humanitarianism event file, 08 April 2011. Note: 
See also event photos in Series 3.2 
30 715 Never Say Die event file, 14 April 2011 
31 716 Anthony Lewis: First Amendment Award event file, 21 April 
2011. Note: See also event photos in Series 3.2 
31 717 Trade Offs event file, 28 April 2011 
31 718 Politics & Pasta event file, 19 May 2011. Note: See also event 
photos in Series 3.2 
31 719 The Real Paper event file, 15 September 2011 
31 720 Corporation Giving event file, 22 September 2011 
31 721 From the Government event file, 29 September 2011 
31 722 New Boston Miracle event file, 13 October 2011 
31 723 Gilad Sharon speaker file, 27 October 2011 
31 724 Evangelicals event file, 10 November 2011 
31 725 James Downey: First Amendment Award event file, 27 March 
2012. Note: See also event photos in Series 3.2 
31 726 Human Rights event file, 12 April 2012 
31 727 Genes & Biotech event file, 19 April 2012 
31 728 Photojournalism event file, 26 April 2012 
31 729 Dysfunctional Democracy event file, 03 May 2012 
31 730 Beantown event file, 10 May 2012 
31 731 Radio Silence event file, 13 September 2012 
31 732 Gray Matters event file, 27 September 2012 
31 733 Black Economy event file, 04 October 2012 
31 734 Reaping Virtue event file, 18 October 2012 
31 735 Politics of Handsome Bios event file, 25 October 2012 
31 736 Business Ethics event file, 01 November 2012 
31 737 Coleman Award event file, 14 November 2012 
32 738 Asian Studies Lectures event file, 2012 
32 739 Guns Don't Kill event file, 21 March 2013 
32 740 Whose Choice is Death? event file, 18 April 2013 
32 741 First Amendment Award event file, 26 April 2013 
32 742 Hell in a Handbasket event file, 09 May 2013 
32 743 Hope Arab Springs Eternal event file, 16 May 2013 
32 744 Social Media Marathon event file, 22 May 2013 
32 745 Chinese American Dream event file, 23 May 2013 
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32 746 Rise of the Individual event file, 30 May 2013 
32 747 Menino Legacy event file, 26 September 2013 
32 748 Money & Power event file, 10 October 2013 
32 749 Scholar Rescue event file, 24 October 2013 
32 750 Taking the Stand event file, 07 November 2013 
32 751 First Amendment Award tickets, 26 April 2013 
 
 
Sub-series 1.2: New American Gazette, 1986-1991 
   
Description: In 1988, the Ford Hall Forum, in collaboration with eight presidential 
libraries and the National Archives, produced its own radio series, the New American 
Gazette. Hosted by Barbara Jordan, the series featured a combination of programs 
including its own speaker series; presentations made at eight presidential libraries and the 
National Archive; as well as previously recorded speakers from the Ford Hall Forum 
archives. Much like the Ford Hall Forum, the New American Gazette aimed to encourage 
public discourse about current affairs. The New American Gazette aired until 1991. The 
files include administrative records, correspondence, listener letters, host and guest-host 
scripts, credit scripts, committee records, and station/ broadcasting information, and 
audio recordings of the programs. Also included are documents related to the New 




See Also: Lecture recordings in Series 3.1. 
 





Folder Title and Dates 
001 001 Ad Hoc Committee Meetings, 1989 
001 002 Board Records that mention New America Gazette (N.A.G.), 1987-
1989 
001 003 Budgets, 1988-1990 
001 004 Cambridge Forum, 1991 
001 005 Carriage and Program Lists, 1988-1991 
001 006 Certificate of Registration, 1988-1991 
001 007 Corporation for Public Broadcasting Reports, 1987-1990 
001 008 Debut mailer, 1988 
001 009 Executive Committee, 1988-1990 
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Folder Title and Dates 
001 010 Fundraising, 1987 
001 011 Fundraising, 1989 
001 012 Fundraising, 1990 
002 013 Invoices, 1988-1991 
002 014 Listener letters, 1988-1991 
002 015 Marketing correspondence, 1989-1991 
002 016 Original proposals, 1987-1988 
002 017 Outreach letters, 1989 
002 018 Production plan, 1987 
002 019 Program Guides, 1989-1990 
002 020 Program info sent to radio stations, 1988 
002 021 Program info sent to radio stations, 1989-1990 
002 022 Program lists and catalogs, 1988-1991 
002 023 Project proposal: The Sixties, 1989 
002 024 Promos, 1989 
003 025 Radio Committee, 1987 
003 026 Radio Committee, 1988 
003 027 Radio Committee, 1989 
003 028 Radio Committee, 1990-1991 
003 029 Registered stations, 1988 
003 030 Requests to BU to broadcast talks, 1989 
003 031 Speaker release forms, 1988 
003 032 Stations: Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 1988 
003 033 Station correspondence, 1988-1991 
003 034 Stations: Longhorn Radio Network, 1988-1991 
003 035 Stations: National Public Radio, 1989-1990 
003 036 Stations: WABE-FM Atlanta, 1990 
003 037 Stations: WBUR, 1988 
003 038 Stations: WGBH, 1988-1990 
003 039 Telemarketing, 1988 
003 040 The Forum Institute of Politics, 1989 
003 041 Underwriting Guidelines, 15 November 1989 
003 042 Correspondence 1989 
004 043 Host: Bill Kovach, 1990-1991 
004 044 Host: Barbara Jordan, 1988-1989 
004 045 Presidential Library Collaboration, 1987-1988 
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Folder Title and Dates 
004 047 Presidential Library Collaboration: Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, 
1987-1988 
004 048 Presidential Library Collaboration: Gerald R. Ford Library, 1987-
1991 
004 049 Presidential Library Collaboration: Harry S. Truman Library, 
1987-1989 
004 050 Presidential Library Collaboration: Herbert Hoover Library, 1987-
1989 
004 051 Presidential Library Collaboration: John F. Kennedy Library, 
1987-1989 
004 052 Presidential Library Collaboration: Jimmy Carter Library, 1988-
1990 
004 053 Presidential Library Collaboration: Lyndon Baines Johnson 
Library, 1987-1991 
004 054 Scripts, 1987-1990 
004 055 Scripts for Barbara Jordan (batch 6), 1989 
004 056 Scripts for Credits, undated 
004 057 Script copies for credits (batches 1-3), undated 
004 058 Script Copies for Credits (batch 4), undated 
004 059 Script Copies for Credits (batch 5), undated 
004 060 Script Copies for Credits (batch 6), undated 
005 061 Program File: Alexander Haig, 19 January 1988 
005 062 Program File: Andres Van Agt, WGBH Business Partners Forum 
Collaboration, 25 October 1990 
005 063 Program File: Archibald Cox, 21 July 1988 
005 064 Program File: Arthur Liman, 15 December 1988 
005 065 Program File: Ayn Rand, 23 March 1989 
005 066 Program File: Ayn Rand, 1 March 1990 
005 067 Program File: Barbara Tuchman, 5 October 1989 
005 068 Program File: Barry Goldwater, 5 March 1987 
005 069 Program File: Barney Frank and Warren Rudman, 17 November 
1988 
005 070 Program File: Baseball and the Course of American Society at the 
John F. Kennedy Library, 16 April 1991 
005 071 Program File: Bella Abzug, 14 July 1989 
005 072 Program File: Betty Ford and Ann Richards, 23 February 1989 
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Folder Title and Dates 
005 073 Program File: Betty Friedman and Barbara Jordan, 20 July 1989 
005 074 Program File: Brant, Curwood, and Keeley, 4 January 1990 
005 075 Program File: Calvin Coolidge, 15 February 1990 
005 076 Program File: Carl Bernstein, Jim Doyle, Ed Healy and Marvin 
Kalb, 19 October 1989 
005 077 Program File: C. Everett Koop, 7 July 1988 
005 078 Program File: Chinese Students, 9 November 1989 
005 079 Program File: Coretta Scott King, Rosa Parks and Leola Brown 
Montgomery 2 February 1989 
005 080 Program File: Cultures in Collision, 16 April 1986 
005 081 Program File: Daniel Berrigan, 28 September 1989 
005 082 Program File: Daniel Yergin, 25 April 1991 
005 083 Program File: David Broder, 12 April 1990 
005 084 Program File: David Duke, 28 March 1991 
005 085 Program File: David Halberstam, 20 October 1988 
005 086 Program File: David McCullough, 26 January 1989 
005 087 Program File: Desmond Tutu and Beyers Naude, 09/08/1988 
005 088 Program File: Doris Kearns Goodwin, 2 May 1988 
005 089 Program File: Dunn, Ross, and Cash, 18 October 1998 
005 090 Program File: Edward M. Kennedy, 30 October 1989 
005 091 Program File: Elie Wiesel, 29 March 1990 
005 092 Program File: Ellen Hume and Linda Wertheimer, 13 April 1989 
005 093 Program File: Fang Lizhi, 7 June 1990 
005 094 Program File: George McGovern and Robert Kuttner 18 January 
1990 
005 095 Program File: George Will, 1988 
005 096 Program File: Geraldine Ferraro, 14 April 1988 
005 097 Program File: Gloria Hall, and Peggy McIntosh, 22 November 
1988 
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005 098 Program File: Harrison Salisbury, 11 May 1989 
005 099 Program File: Henry Cisneros, 30 March 1989 
005 100 Program File: Henry Hampton, 25 August 1988 
005 101 Program File: Henry Kissinger, 8 March 1990 
005 102 Program File: Herbert Benson, 16 November 1989 
005 103 Program File: Howard Nemerov, 17 January 1991 
005 104 Program File: I.F. Stone, 30 June 1988 
005 105 Program File: Jennifer Casolo, 15 March 1990 
005 106  Program File: Jesse Jackson, 21 September 1989 
006 107 Program File: J. Jackson Walter, 23 November 1989 
006 108 Program File: John Chancellor, 13 April 1989 
006 109 Program File: John Kenneth Gailbraith, 6 October 1988 
006 110 Program File: John McLaughlin, 23 June, 1988 
006 111 Program File: Jonathan Mann, 18 April 1991 
006 112 Program File: Katherine Fanning, 1/24/1991 
006 113 Program File: Kendall and Schneider, 30 November 1989 
006 114 Program File: Kerry and Aronson Notes, 9 November 1986 
006 115 Program File: Lapchick, Vanlier, Tient and Metcalf Notes, 18 
November 1990 
006 116 Program File: Laura Palmer, 25 May 1989 
006 117 Program File: Leonard Peikoff, undated 
006 118 Program File: Leonard Peikoff, 12 October 1989 
006 119 Program File: Leonard Peikoff, 27 December 1990 
006 120 Program File: Liz Carpenter, 8 December 1988 
006 121 Program File: Malcolm X, 8 February 1990 
006 122 Program File: Marc Roberts and Philip Johnson, 18 May 1989 
006 123 Program File: Marian Wright Edelman, 23 October 1987 
006 124 Program File: Martin Luther King Jr., 12 January 1989 
006 125 Program File: Marvin Kalb and Ira Glasser, 7 September 1989 
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Folder Title and Dates 
006 126 Program File: Maya Angelou, 16 February, 1989 
006 127 Program File: McGeorge Bundy, 16 March 1989 
006 128 Program File: Michael Barrett and Theodore Sizer, 20 December 
1990 
006 129 Program File: Michael Harrington, 3 November 1988 
006 130 Program File: Mitchell Kapor, 27 April 1989 
006 131 Program File: Molly Yard, undated 
006 132 Program File: Mubarak Awad, 5 January 1989 
006 133 Program File: Murray Gell-Mann and Isaac Asimov, 25 March 
1989 
006 134 Program File: Namphala Ramphele, 1 June 1989 
006 135 Program File: Norman Cousins, 22 September 1988 
006 136 Program File: Paul Nitze, 22 February 1990 
006 137 Program File: Paul Szep and Mike Peters, 2 November 1989 
006 138 Program File: Philip Agee, 9 February 1989 
006 139  Program File: Randall Hays, 26 April 1990 
006 140 Program File: Renny Golden, undated 
006 141 Program File: Richard Hass and Howard Zinn Covert CIA 
Operations at JFK Library, 22 April 1987 
006 142 Program File: Rita Klimova, 29 March 1990 
006 143 Program File: Robert Frost, 22 March 1990 
006 144 Program File: Robert Parker and Amanda Cross, 18 August 1988 
006 145 Program File: Robert Reich and Barry Bluestone, 10 November 
1988 
006 146 Program File: Rosabeth Moss Kanter, undated 
006 147 Program File: Rosalynn Carter, undated 
006 148 Program File:  Sander Vanocur, Joseph Napolitan, Matt Reese and 
David Powels at JFK Library, 2 October 1990 
006 149 Program File: Sandra Day O'Connor and Mary King, 11 August, 
1988 
006 150 Program File: Saul Bellow, 9 November 1989 
006 151 Program File: Seamus Heaney, 9 March 1989 
006 152 Shirley Hufstedler and Chester Finn, 26 October 1989 
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Folder Title and Dates 
006 153 Program File:  Stokely Carmicheal, 21 February 1991 
006 154 Program File:  Stanley Karnow, undated 
006 155 Program File: The Campaign of 1960 at JFK Library, 6 December 
1990 
006 156 Program File: The Lords, 25 March 1990 
006 157 Program File: Theodore Sorensen, 22 July 1989 
006 158 Program File: Veronica Denegri and Robert Lifton, 1 December 
1988 
006 159 Program File:  William F. Buckley Jr., 21 November 1989 
007 160 Scripts and correspondence: Host Barbara Jordan, 1988-1990 
007 161 Scripts and correspondence: Host Donald Stewart, 1990 
007 162 Scripts and correspondence: Host Bill Holin, C. 1990 
007 163 Scripts: Host Charlayne Hunter-Gault, undated 
007 164 Program File: Pete Seeger, 1 December 1988 
 
Series II: Administrative Records, 1910-2007 
 
Sub-series 2.1: Board of Directors Records, 1910-2007 
 
Description: This series documents the activities of the Board of Directors and contains 
board and committee files as well as strategic planning and outreach materials. The files 
contain primarily administrative and some personal records that deal with the 
organization’s founding and ongoing business operations. The administrative files 
contain financial documents, record books, minutes from the board of directors meetings, 
and several committees (development, program, publicity/marketing, membership, 
nominating, new media, and executive). The document types mainly consist of 
correspondence, meeting minutes, memos and financial records, but also include strategic 
planning, focus groups, audience surveys and by-laws. Of special note are the 
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Folder Title and Dates 
01 001 Blank Ford Hall Forum Stationary, undated 
01 002 George and Alice Coleman Wills and Power of Attorney letters, 
1911-1928 
01 003 Original Ford Hall Forum Corporate Certificate, August 17th 
1914 
01 004 George W. Coleman Personal Papers, 1914-1925. Includes: 
Correspondence, Crystal Readings, Speech Notes, Dramatic 
Events, Personal Finances, Report of Investment Holdings, 
Stock Certificates 
01 005 Little Brown and Company agreement for Democracy in the 
Making, 1915 
01 006 Memo and letters on the dissolution of the Ford Hall Forum, 
1917 
01 007 Wills and financial information related to Ford Hall fundraising, 
1917-1928 
01 008 George Coleman diary of trip to England, 1918 
01 009 Sagamore Beach deed, stock and quitclaim, 1920-1927 
01 010 By-laws May 14, 1928 
01 011 Little Building lease, August 11th 1928 
01 012 Ford Hall Forum record book 1, 1928-1945. Includes: Meeting 
Minutes, Memos 
01 013 Memos, minutes, and by-laws, 1928-1967. Includes: First 
Meeting Minutes of Ford Hall Forum as an Inc., Memos, By-
Laws, Corporate Certificate 
01 014 David K. Niles letters, 1931-1941 
02 015 Ford Hall Forum meeting minutes and memos, 1938-1957 
02 016 Ford Hall Forum meeting minutes and memos, 1957-1971 
02 017 By-Laws and Policies, 1928-1992 
02 018 WGBH & Ford Hall Forum & Boston Public Library audio 
housing agreement, 1979 
02 019 Project Committee, 1983 
02 020 Nominating Committee, 1985-1987 
02 021 Board of Directors, 1986-1989 
02 022 Program Committee, 1986-1989 
03 023 Radio Committee, 1986-1987 
03 024 Development Committee, 1986-1987 
03 025 Nominating Committee, 1987-1988 
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Folder Title and Dates 
03 026 Development Committee, 1988-1989 
03 027 Executive Committee, 1988-1989 
03 028 Ad Hoc Gazette Review Committee, 1989 
03 029 Board of Directors, 1989-1990 
03 030 Development Committee, 1989-1990 
03 031 Executive Committee, 1989-1990 
03 032 Nominating Committee, 1989-1990 
03 033 Program Committee, 1989-1990 
03 034 Board of Directors, 1990-1991 
03 035 Development Committee, 1990-1991 
03 036 Executive Committee, 1990-1991 
03 037 Program Committee, 1990-1991 
03 038 Publicity Committee, 1990 
03 039 Board of Directors, 1991-1992 
03 040 Development Committee, 1991-1992 
03 041 Executive Committee, 1991-1992 
03 042 First Amendment Award Committee, 1991-1992 
04 043 Membership Committee, 1991-1992 
04 044 Nominating Committee, 1991-1992 
04 045 Program Committee, 1991-1992 
04 046 Program Review Task Force, 1991 
04 047 Board of Directors, 1992-1993 
04 048 Development Committee, 1992-1993 
04 049 Event Location Materials, 1993-1998 
04 050 Electronic Media Committee, 1992-1993 
04 051 Executive Committee, 1992-1993 
04 052 Membership Committee, 1992-1993 
04 053 Board of Directors, 1993-1994 
04 054 Development Committee, 1993-1994 
04 055 Executive Committee, 1993-1994 
04 056 Faculty Advisory Committee, 1993-1994 
04 057 Nominating Committee, 1993 
04 058 Board of Directors, 1994-1995 
04 059 Program Committee, 1994-1997 
04 060 Board of Directors, 1995-1996 
04 061 Executive Committee, 1995 
05 062 Letters to Ford Hall Forum Members, 1995-2000 
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Folder Title and Dates 
05 063 Membership Committee, 1995-1997 
05 064 Nominating Committee, 1995-1997 
05 065 New Media Committee, 1995-1997 
05 066 Publicity Committee, 1995-1997 
05 067 Audience correspondence, 1996-1998 
05 068 Development Committee, 1996 
05 069 Audience Surveys, Fall 1997 
05 070 Board of Directors, 1997-1998 
05 071 Executive Committee, 1997-1998 
05 072 Program Committee, 1997 
05 073 Program Committee and program ideas, 1997 
05 074 Audience speaker and topic suggestions, 1998 
05 075 Audience surveys, 1998 
05 076 Boston Center for Adult Education and Ford Hall Forum 
Collaboration, 1998-1999 
06 077 Program and Publicity Director job posting, 1998 
06 078 Program Committee, 1998 
06 079 Board Donations, 1999-2003 
06 080 Board of Directors, 1999 
06 081 Boston Adult Tech. Academy/ Ford Hall Forum Partnership, 
1999-2000 
06 082 Madison Park Tech. Vocational High school/ Ford Hall Forum 
Partnership, 1999-2000 
06 083 Membership Renewal letters and member lists, 1999-2001 
06 084 Program Committee, 1999 
06 085 Board Donation correspondence, 2000-2003 
06 086 Board of Directors, 2000 
06 087 Marketing Committee, 2000-2002 
07 088 Nominating Committee, 2000 
07 089 Program Committee, 2000-2001 
07 090 Audience Demographics, 2001 
07 091 Board Member Donations, 2001 
07 092 Board of Directors, 2001 
07 093 Board of Directors, 2001-2002 
07 094 Board of Directors binder, 2001-2005 
07 095 Development Committee, 2001-2002 
07 096 Executive Committee retreat plan, 2001 
08 097 Focus Group Meetings, 2001 
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08 098 Nominating Committee, 2001 
08 099 Pine Manor College and Ford Hall Forum Collaboration, 2001-
2002 
08 100 Program Committee, 2001-2002 
08 101 Board Member donations, 2002 
08 102 Board of Directors, 2002-2005 
08 103 Board of Directors, Ford Hall Forum by-laws revision, 2002 
08 104 Development Committee, 2002-2003 
08 105 Nominating Committee, 2002 
08 106 United South End Settlements and Ford Hall Forum 
collaboration, 2002 
08 107 Board Member donation letters, 2003 
08 108 Board Member donations, 2003 
09 109 Board of Directors, 2003-2005 
09 110 Nominating Committee, 2003 
09 111 Nominating Committee, 2004 
09 112 Strategic Planning, 2004 
09 113 Board of Directors, 2005 
09 114 Development Committee, 2005 
09 115 Member surveys, 2005 
09 116 Strategic plan, 2005 
09 117 Strategic plan, consultant, proposals, 2005 
09 118 Strategic planning, audience surveys, 2005 
10 119 Ford Hall Forum 100th Anniversary Planning Committee, 2006-
2008 
10 120 Strategic planning, audience surveys, 2006 
10 121 Strategic planning materials, 2006 




Sub-series 2.2: Outreach and Partnership Files, 1934-2007 
 
 Description: This series documents the organization’s partnerships, fundraising, and 
outreach initiatives with local corporations, foundations, and non-profits. The files 
contain correspondence, histories of the organization, photocopies of speaker release 
forms, newsletters, news clippings and other promotional materials. The materials related 
to partnerships focus on Boston Public Library, Northeastern University and WGBH; as 
well as fundraising and grant records. 
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Folder Title and Dates 
01 001 Bank of Boston Charitable Foundation (folder 1 of 2), 1977-1996 
01 002 Bank of Boston Charitable Foundation (folder 2 of 2), 1977-1996 
01 003 Baybanks Boston, 1977-1995 
01 005 Boston Cultural Agenda Fund, 2000-2004 
01 006 The Boston Edison Foundation, 1977-1993 
01 007 Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company, 1977-1992 
01 008 The Boston Foundation, 1978-1994 
01 009 The Boston Foundation, 1999-2003 
01 011 The Boston Globe Foundation, 1977-1996 
02 012 Boston Public Library and Northeastern University: Ford Hall 
Archives, 2002-2004 
02 013 Boston Public Library/Ford Hall Forum Archive: media lists and 
correspondence, 1986-1992 
02 014 Boston Public Library/Ford Hall Forum Archive: media lists and 
correspondence, 1983-2007 
02 015 Boston Public Library/Ford Hall Forum: exhibit planning materials, 
1971-1979 
02 016 Boston Public Library/Ford Hall Forum: exhibit planning materials, 
2007-2008 
02 017 Boston Public Library/Ford Hall Forum: finding aids, 2002-2003 
02 018 Boston School Department, 1977-1989 
02 019 Cassette Catalog, 1995-1996 
02 020 Cambridge Energy Research Association, 1993-1998 
02 021 Citizens of Boston Employees Campaign (Cobec), 2003-2006 
02 022 Cook Charitable Trust, 1990-2002 
02 023 Copley Plaza Hotel, 1997-1998 
02 024 Copyrights and trademarks, 1989-1991 
02 025 Correspondence, 1971-1983 
02 026 Digital Equipment Corporation, 1978-1992 
02 027 Ellis L. Philips Foundation, 1999-2001 
02 028 Fidelity Investments and Foundation, 1986-1995 
02 029 Fleet Bank, 1977-1996 
03 030 Focus Group Meeting, 2001-2002 
03 031 Ford Hall Forum History: David K. Niles biography, 1955 
03 032 Ford Hall Forum History: fact sheet and notable quotes, undated 
03 033 Ford Hall Forum History: news clippings and press, 1983-1993 
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Folder Title and Dates 
03 034 Ford Hall Forum History: press, list of speakers, 75th Anniversary 
book and correspondence, 1991-2003 
03 035 Ford Hall Forum History: Revised What is Ford Hall Forum?, 1983 
03 036 Freedom Festival, 1993 
03 037 Fuller Foundation, 1977-1989 
03 038 Fundraising events, 1991 
03 039 Galbraith event, 1995 
03 040 Harcourt General Charitable Foundation, 1978-2001 
03 041 Hearst Foundation and the William Randolph Hearst Foundation, 
1979-1980 
03 042 High school program, 1990 
03 043 Houghton Chemical Corporation, 1978-1997 
03 044 Internet/Online programming, 1996 
03 045 IRS Determination letters, 1972-1980 
03 046 Jackson and Company, 1987-1996 
03 047 Jerry Dunfey Fund, 1989-1993 
04 048 John Chancellor Memorial Lecture, 1997 
04 049 Jubilee Support letters, 1983-1984 
04 050 Legal documents, 1928-1980 
04 051 Member brochure, 2001 
04 052 Massachusetts Cultural Council, 1982 
04 053 Massachusetts Cultural Council, 1989-1991 
04 054 Massachusetts Cultural Council, 1992 
04 055 Massachusetts Cultural Council, 1993-1994 
04 056 Massachusetts Cultural Council, 1995 
04 057 Massachusetts Cultural Council, 1996 
04 058 Massachusetts Cultural Council, 1997 
04 059 Massachusetts Cultural Council, 1998-1999 
04 060 Massachusetts Foundation for Humanities, 1998 
04 061 McGuire and Downes PSA, 1986-1987 
04 062 Nelson A. Rockefeller's personal donation, 1949 
04 063 The New England Financial, 1993-2002 
05 064 News clipping binder 1 (folder 1 of 3), 1934-1979 
05 065 News clipping binder 1 (folder 2 of 3), 1980-1981 
05 066 News clipping binder 1 (folder 3 of 3), 1982 
05 067 News clipping binder 2 (folder 1 of 4), 1983 
05 068 News clipping binder 2 (folder 2 of 4), 1984 
05 069 News clipping binder 2 (folder 3 of 4), 1985 
05 070 News clipping binder 2 (folder 4 of 4), 1983-1986 
05 071 News clippings and press- 50th Anniversary, 1958 
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05 072 News clippings and press, 1968-1969 
05 073 News clippings and press, 1973-1974 
05 074 News clippings and press, 1976-1977 
06 075 News clippings and press, 1978-1979 
06 076 News clippings and press, 1980 
06 077 News clippings and press (folder 1 of 2), 1981 
06 078 News clippings and press (folder 2 of 2), 1981 
06 079 News clippings and press, 1982-1983 
06 080 News clippings and press, 1984-1985 
06 081 News clippings and press, 1986 
06 082 News clippings and press, 1987 
06 083 News clippings and press, 1988-1989 
07 084 News clippings and press (folder 1 of 2), 1990 
07 085 News clippings and press (folder 2 of 2), 1990 
07 086 News clippings and press, 1991 
07 087 News clippings and press, Spring 1992 
07 088 News clippings and press, Fall 1992 
07 089 News clippings and press, Spring 1993 
07 090 News clippings and press, Fall 1993 
07 091 News clippings and press, 1994 
07 092 News clippings and press, 1995 
07 093 News clippings and press, 1996 
07 094 News clippings and press, 1997-1998 




096 Newsletters (Ford Hall Folks), 1913-1915 
08 097 Northeastern University, 1987-1996 
08 098 Northeastern University, 2005-2007 
08 099 Northeastern University/ Ford Hall Forum Discussions, June 26, 2007 
08 100 Northeastern University Faculty Advisory, 1994-1998 
08 101 Northeastern University Library cassettes, 1991-1994 
08 102 The Polaroid Foundation, 1976-1993 
08 103 Program binder, 1922-1926 
08 104 Program binder, 1934-1942 
08 105 Program binder, 1942-1949 
08 106 Proscenium Fund, 1999-2001 
08 107 Radio (WMFO-WBUR), 1995-1996 
08 108 Radio (WRKO) correspondence, 2003-2004 
09 109 Rally for Free Speech (canceled), 1997 
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09 110 Raytheon, 1977-1999 
09 111 School projects, 1979-1981 
09 112 Speaker lists, 1908-1996 
09 113 Speaker correspondence and contact sheets, 1975-2007 
09 114 Speaker releases (folder 1 of 4), 1981-1992 
09 115 Speaker releases (folder 2 of 4), 1981-2007 
09 116 Speaker releases (folder 3 of 4), 1992-1998 
10 117 Speaker releases (folder 4 of 4), 2001-2007 
10 118 State Street Bank, 1977-1998 
10 119 Stone Charitable Trust, 1977-1992 
10 120 The Story of the Ford Hall meetings, 1909-1910 
10 121 Suffolk University Collaborations, 1993-1996 
10 122 Theodore Edison Parker Foundation, 1978-1981 
10 123 WBZ-TV, 1986-1997 
10 124 Website, 2001-2002 
10 125 WHDH-TV contribution, 1998 
10 126 WGBH Broadcast contract and carriage lists, 1985-1986 
10 127 WGBH Broadcast proposal and correspondence, 1974-1983 
10 128 WGBH Forum Network, 2002-2005 
10 129 Youth Forum, 1975-1980 
 
 
Series III: Special Materials, 1908-2013 
 
Sub-series 3.1: Audio and Video Recordings, 1923-2013 (bulk 1981-2013) 
 
Description: This series contains a partial set   of the audio and video recordings of the 
Ford Hall Forum’s lectures, programs, and the New American Gazette radio series. The 
majority of the collection’s items date from 1981-2013 with the exception of one 
recording from 1923 and a small number from the 1960s and 1970s. The lectures, which 
were often broadcast on the radio or distributed to other organizations, have been 
recorded on a variety of formats including reel-to-reel, VHS, Betacam, audio cassettes, 
and digital media.  
 
Note: Many recordings are held by the Boston Public Library, WGBH, and Northeastern. 
Additionally, many recordings have been made available online (indicated on the folder 
list where possible) via the Boston Public Library, WBGH, YouTube and ITunes. 
 
Arrangement: Chronological 
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Title Dates Summary Note 
1 1   R. M. Washburn: Calvin Coolidge: 
His Astonishing Rise, audio 




Rebroadcast as part  of 
the New American 
Gazette on 10/3/1989   
1 2   R. M. Washburn: Calvin Coolidge: 
His Astonishing Rise, audio 
recording (Part 2 of 2) 
04 November 
1923 
10" reel-to-reel, Coolidge, 
Calvin; Rebroadcast as 
part  of the New 
American Gazette on 
10/3/1989   





1 4 The New American Gazette: An 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:45), 
Rebroadcast of 1961 
program.   
1 5 The New American Gazette: Dr. 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:55) 
1 6 The New American Gazette: Dr. 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:55) 
9 7 The New American Gazette: Dr. 





9 8 The New American Gazette: Dr. 





1 9 The New American Gazette: 
Malcolm X: God’s Solution to 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:55), 
Rebroadcast as part of 
the  New American 
Gazette on 2/23/1990   
1 10 The New American Gazette: Stokely 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:55) 
1 11 The New American Gazette: Stokely 
Carmichael; Black Power, audio 




1 12 The New American Gazette: Barbara 
Tuchman, audio recording 
12 March 
1967 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:55) 
1 13 The New American Gazette: Ayn 
Rand, audio recording 
09 November 
1969 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:39),  
View at WGBH 
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Title Dates Summary Note 
1 14 Angela Davis: Organized Struggle 
Against Racial and Political 
Repression, audio recording 
05 October 
1975 
10" reel-to-reel (01:38:00) 
17 15 Norman Lear: First Amendment 




1 16 Doris Kearns Goodwin: Women in a 




1 17 The New American Gazette: Maya 
Angelou, First Amendment 
Awards, audio recording  
09 May 1982 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:40) 
9 18 The New American Gazette: Maya 
Angelou, First Amendment 
Awards, audio recording  
09 May 1982 CD (00:58:05)  
1 19 Leonard Peikoff: Why Johnny Can't 
Think, audio recording 
22 April 
1984 
10" reel-to-reel  
1 20 Leonard Peikoff: Questions and 
Answers, audio recording 
22 April 
1984 
10" reel-to-reel  
1 21 Bella Abzug, Robert Novak: 
Challenges for The Next 
Administration, audio recording 
23 September 
1984 
10" reel-to-reel  
1 22 Helen Caldicott: The Threat and 
Nuclear War, audio recording 
30 September 
1984 
10" reel-to-reel  
1 23 David Halberstam: The Effect of 




10" reel-to-reel  
1 24 The New American Gazette: David 
Halberstam, , audio recording 
(Reel 2 of 2) 
04 October 
1984 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:10) 
2 25 John Silber, Ray Bonner: US Policy 
in Central America, audio 
recording (Reel 1 of 2) 
18 October 
1984 
10" reel-to-reel  
2 26 John Silber, Ray Bonner: US Policy 
in Central America, audio 
recording (Reel 2 of 2) 
18 October 
1984 
10" reel-to-reel  




10" reel-to-reel  
2 28 William Colby, John Stockwell: The 
CIA: America's Secret Foreign 
Policy, audio recording 
28 October 
1984 
10" reel-to-reel  
2 29 Leonard Peikoff: TV & Ethics-
Who's Responsible; Media-The 
Second God, audio recording 
07 December 
1984 
10" reel-to-reel (01:28:00) 
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2 30 Howard Baker: A Political and 









10" reel-to-reel   




10" reel-to-reel (01:11:16)  
2 33 Charles Everett Koop, Richard 
Daynard: Smoking: The Medical 





2 34 Frances Moore Lappe, Deborah 
Toler: World Hunger: Lesson of 
Ethiopia, audio recording 
20 October 
1985 
10" reel-to-reel  
2 35 Lt. Gen. James Abrahamson: The 
Strategic Defense Initiative: Star 








10" reel-to-reel    





2 38 Eleanor Holmes Norton: The 
National Crisis of Teenage 




2 39 Paul Starr: Healthcare Dilemma: 









10" reel-to-reel (00:58:41)  
2 41 Daniel Schorr: First Amendment 
Award, audio recording 
11 May 1986 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:32),  
View at WGBH 
2 42 John Kenneth Galbraith, Franco 
Modigliani: A Conversation on 




2 43 Renny Golden, Commander Allen 
Nelson, Ellen Yaroshefsky: 
Sanctuary: Moral Imperatives and 




2 44 Judge William Webster: Issues of 




10" reel-to-reel (02:10:10)   
2 45 The New American Gazette: David 
McCullough, audio recording 
22 October 
1986 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:09)    
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3 46 Norris B. Abrams, Nathaniel R. 
Jones: Affirmative Action and 




3 47 Bernard Aronson, John Kerry: 
Nicaragua: Contras, Sandinistas, 




17 48 Bernard Aronson, John Kerry: 
Nicaragua: Contras, Sandinistas, 




3 49 The New American Gazette: Pat 
Robertson, audio recording 
13 November 
1986 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:05) 
3 50 David Gregan, Arthur Miller, and 
Martin F. Nolan: Lowell Lecture: 
The Rights and Responsibilities 
of a Free Press, audio recording 
16 November 
1986 
10" reel-to-reel (01:36:00)   
3 51 The New American Gazette: Richard 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:40) 
3 52 The New American Gazette: 
Alexander Haig; Developing a 
National Agenda: Issues for the 
1990s, audio recording 
30 April 
1987 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:30) 
3 53 The New American Gazette: Seamus 
Heaney, audio recording 
10 May 1987 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:30)    
3 54 The New American Gazette: Doris 
Kearns Goodwin, audio recording 
12 May 1987 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:40)   
3 55 The New American Gazette: Bella 
Abzug, audio recording 
13 May 1987 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:00) 
3 56 The New American Gazette: Molly 
Yard; Politics: Flooding the 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:10)    
3 57 The New American Gazette: Marian 
Wright Edelman; Unprotected 
and at Risk: State of Childhood in 
America, audio recording 
23 October 
1987 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:20)    
17 58 The New American Gazette: Marian 
Wright Edelman; Unprotected 
and at Risk: State of Childhood in 
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3 59 The New American Gazette: 
Veronica DeNegri and Robert 
Lifton; Hope and Healing in a 
World of Horror, audio recording 
(1 of 2) 
29 October 
1987 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:50) 
3 60 Veronica DeNegri and Robert 
Lifton: Hope and Healing in a 
World of Horror, audio recording 




3 61 The New American Gazette: Denise 
Levertov and Danny Glover 
29 October 
1987 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:55)    
3 62 The New American Gazette: Henry 
Hampton, audio recording 
01 November 
1987 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:10)  
3 63 The New American Gazette: I. F. 
Stone, audio recording 
08 November 
1987 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:34)   
3 64 The New American Gazette: 
Norman Cousins; Taming of 
Nations, audio recording (1 of 2) 
15 November 
1987 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:56)   
3 65 The New American Gazette: 
Norman Cousins; Taming of 
Nations, audio recording (2 of 2) 
15 November 
1987 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:56)   
4 66 The New American Gazette: Barbara 
Jordan, Liz Carpenter, Judy 
Carter, and Sey Chassler, audio 
recording 
 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:52)    
4 67 The New American Gazette: Sandra 
Day O'Connor and Mary King, 
audio recording 
 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:55)   
4 68 The New American Gazette: Coretta 
Scott King, Rosa Parks, and 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:50)  
4 69 New American Gazette: Coretta 
Scott King (Grand Ballroom 
Noon-1:30), audio recording 
12 February 
1988 
10" reel-to-reel (00:52:00) 
4 70 New American Gazette: Coretta 
Scott King (Closing Session at 




10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00)  
4 71 New American Gazette: Coretta 
Scott King (Closing Session at 
the Carter Presidential Library, 
Part 2), audio recording 
12 February 
1988 
10" reel-to-reel (01:15:00)    




10" reel-to-reel (01:15:00)    
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4 73 The New American Gazette: 
Rosalynn Carter, audio recording 
16 February 
1988 
10" reel-to-reel (00:56:30) 
4 74 The New American Gazette: Charles 
Everett Koop, audio recording 
31 March 
1988 
10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00)    
4 75 The New American Gazette: 
Geraldine Ferraro; After Regan-
What’s Next?, audio recording 
14 April 
1988 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:25)   
4 76 The New American Gazette: John 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:50)   
4 77 The New American Gazette: John 
McLaughlin; The View from 
Washington-A National and 




10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00)    
4 78 The New American Gazette: Robert 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:20)   
4 79 The New American Gazette: 
Leonard Peikoff; Why Should 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:50)    
4 80 The New American Gazette: 
Archibald Cox; Government 
Ethics and Public Trust, audio 
recording 
01 May 1988 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:48)   
4 81 The New American Gazette: Pete 
Seeger; 1988-First Amendment 
Award and Address, audio 
recording 
15 May 1988 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:00)   
9 82 The New American Gazette: Pete 
Seeger; 1988-First Amendment 
Award and Address, audio 
recording 
15 May 1988 CD 
2 83 The New American Gazette: 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu & 
Reverend Beyers Naude, audio 
recording 
 10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00)   
4 84 The New American Gazette: 
Michael Harrington; A 
Progressive Agenda for Equity 
and Justice, audio recording 
25 September 
1988 
10" reel-to-reel (00:57:55)    
9 85 The New American Gazette: Molly 
Yard, audio recording 
25 September 
1988 
audiocassette (00:58:10),    
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4 86 The New American Gazette: Henry 
Cisneros, audio recording 
07 October 
1988 
10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00)  
4 87 The New American Gazette: Gloria 
Hull and Peggy McIntosh; 
Education For a More Inclusive 
Society, audio recording 
13 October 
1988 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:45) 
4 88 The New American Gazette: Shirley 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:55)   
17 89   Eileen McNamara and Hiller Zobel: 





5 90 The New American Gazette: Arthur 
Liman, audio recording 
27 October 
1988 
10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00)   
5 91 The New American Gazette: Robert 
Reich and Barry Bluestone; 
Beyond Reganomics-America's 
Role in the New Global 
Economy, audio recording 
30 October 
1988 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:45)   
5 92 The New American Gazette: Elie 
Wiesel, audio recording 
02 November 
1988 
10" reel-to-reel (00:56:37) 
5 93 The New American Gazette: 
Mubarak Awad; Palestinian 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:30)   
5 94 The New American Gazette: Philip 
Agee; Dirty Work- The CIA in 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:15)   
5 95 The New American Gazette: 
Barney Frank and Warren 
Rudman; Election 88-A 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:45)    
5 96 The New American Gazette: Liz 
Carpenter; Surviving Half a 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:45)  
5 97 The New American Gazette: 




10" reel-to-reel (00:56:47)  
5 98 Mini Plenary IV: Fayette, Newton, 




10" reel-to-reel   
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5 99 The New American Gazette: Laura 
Palmer, audio recording 
25 January 
1989 
10" reel-to-reel (00:57:08)  
9 100 The New American Gazette: Coretta 
Scott King, Rosa Parks, and 





3 101 The New American Gazette: Betty 
Ford and Ann Richards, audio 
recording (1 of 2) 
23 February 
1989 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:53)    
3 102 The New American Gazette: Betty 
Ford and Ann Richards, audio 
recording (2 of 2) 
23 February 
1989 
10" reel-to-reel    
5 103 The New American Gazette: Daniel 
Berrigan with Norman Cousins 




10" reel-to-reel (00:57:00) 
5 104 The New American Gazette: 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:15)    
5 105 The New American Gazette: Carl 
Bernstein, Jim Doyle, Ed Healy, 
and Marvin Kalb, audio recording 
(Part 1 of 2) 
20 March 
1989 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:25)    
5 106 The New American Gazette: Carl 
Bernstein, Jim Doyle, Ed Healy, 
and Marvin Kalb, audio recording 
(Part 2 of 2) 
20 March 
1989 
10" reel-to-reel (00:45:00)   
5 107 The New American Gazette: 
Mamphela Ramphele; What the 
US Should Know About South 
Africa (2 copies), audio recording 
30 March 
1989 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:47)  
5 108 The New American Gazette: 




10" reel-to-reel (00:57:08)  
5 109 The New American Gazette: Ellen 
Hume and Linda Wertheimer; 
Covering the Presidential 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:58)    
9 110 The New American Gazette: Denise 




CD    
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5 111 The New American Gazette: John 
Chancellor, Graham Allison, 
John Marttila and Christopher 
Edley, Jr.; Kinder and Gentler or 




10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00)   
5 112 The New American Gazette: 
Mitchell Kapor; What's So 
Personal about Personal 
Computers?, audio recording 
16 April 
1989 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:25)    
6 113 The New American Gazette: 
Leonard Peikoff; Certainty and 
Happiness: Achieving Success in 




10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00)  
6 114 The New American Gazette: Jesse 
Jackson, audio recording 
25 April 
1989 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:25)   
6 115 The New American Gazette: Marc 
Roberts and Philip Johnston, 
audio recording 
04 May 1989 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:00)    
6 116 The New American Gazette: Marvin 
Kalb and Ira Glasser, audio 
recording 
14 May 1989 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:00)    
3 117 The New American Gazette: Barbara 
Jordan and Betty Friedan, audio 
recording 
20 July 1989 
 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:20)   
6 118 The New American Gazette: An 




10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00), 
Coolidge, Calvin ; 
Original recording took 
place on 11/04/1923   
6 119 The New American Gazette: Paul 
Szep and Mike Peters; Satire: The 
Ungentle Art, audio recording 
15 October 
1989 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:20),    
6 120 The New American Gazette: Pei 
Minxin, Shen Tong, Ding 
Xueliang and Yasheng Huang; 
The Future of the Democratic 




10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00),    
6 121 The New American Gazette: George 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:55),    
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6 122 The New American Gazette: Herbert 
Benson; How to Counteract the 
Harmful Effects of Stress: The 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:45),    
6 123 The New American Gazette: J. 
Jackson Walter; Keeping 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:30),    
6 124 The New American Gazette: Henry 
Kendall and Claudine Schneider; 
Global Warming: What can we 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:45),    
9 125 The New American Gazette: J. 
Jackson Walter; Keeping 




audiocassette (00:58:30),    
6 126 The New American Gazette: Renee 
Brant, Stephen Curwood, and 
Elizabeth Keeley; Sexual Abuse 
of Children: A Growing 
Epidemic or a Growing 
Awareness, audio recording 
30 November 
1989 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:25),    
6 127 The New American Gazette: Paul 
Nitze, audio recording 
11 December 
1989 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:33)  
6 128 Ford Hall Forum, Reel 1 of 2 28 January 
1990 
 
6 129 The New American Gazette: Jennifer 
Casolo, audio recording 
29 January 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:47)   
6 130 The New American Gazette: Henry 
Kissinger, audio recording 
31 January 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:34) 




CD    
9 132 The New American Gazette: 




9 133 The New American Gazette: 
Malcolm X, audio recording 
23 February 
1990 
DAT    
6 134 Beyers Naude, audio recording (Reel 
1 of 2) 
14 March 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel  
6 135 Beyers Naude, audio recording (Reel 
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6 136 The New American Gazette: Bette 
Bao Lord and Winston Lord; 
China: Great Walls and Open 
Doors, audio recording 
25 March 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:50)    
7 137 The New American Gazette: Rita 
Klimova, audio recording 
29 March 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:11)   
7 138 Rita Klimovia: The Gentle 
Revolution of Czechoslovakia, 
audio recording (Reel 2 of 2) 
29 March 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel    
7 139 The New American Gazette: David 
Broder, audio recording 
12 April 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:42)   
7 140 David Broder; The Politics in the 




10" reel-to-reel    
8 141 The New American Gazette: 
William Almon, Lou Gorman, 
Stephen Jay Gould, Eugene Orza, 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:10)    
8 142 John F. Kennedy Library, Baseball 
and the Course of American 




10" reel-to-reel  
7 143 The New American Gazette: Randall 
Hayes, How to Save the 
Rainforests audio recording (Reel 
1 of 2) 
26 April 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:57)    
7 144 The New American Gazette: Randall 
Hayes, How to Save the 
Rainforests, audio recording 




7 145 The New American Gazette: Kay 
Fanning, audio recording 
03 May 1990 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:36)    
7 146 The New American Gazette: Fang 
Ke, Orville Schell, Perry Link, 
and Aryeh Neier; 1990 Louis P. 
and Evelyn Smith: First 
Amendment Award, audio 
recording 
20 May 1990 10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00)    
7 147 The 1960 Campaign of JFK, audio 
recording (Reel #1) 
02 October 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel  
7 148 The New American Gazette: Sander 
Vanocur, Joseph Napolitano, 
Matt Reese and David Powers, 
audio recording 
 10" reel-to-reel (00:58:00)    
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7 149 The New American Gazette: Nora 
Dunn, David Ross, and Rosanne 
Cash; Freedom of Expression and 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:50)   
12 150 The New American Gazette: Nora 
Dunn, David Ross, and Rosanne 
Cash; Freedom of Expression and 




VHS   
17 151 Debbie Emblom Story: Nora Dunn, 




VHS   
7 152 The New American Gazette: 
Andreas Van Agt and Milton 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:30)  
7 153 Andreas Van Agt, Business Meeting, 




7 154 The New American Gazette: 
Rosabeth Moss Kanter; The 
Changing Face of Business: 
American Corporations in the 90s 
and Beyond, audio recording 
28 October 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:30)   
7 155 The New American Gazette: Howard 
Nemerov; An Evening with 
America's Poet Laureate  
08 November 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:57)    
7 156 The New American Gazette: 
Michael Barrett and Theodore 
Sizer; How Much School is 
Enough?, audio recording 
15 November 
1990 
10" reel-to-reel (00:59:00)  
7 157 The New American Gazette: Richard 
Lapchick, Holly Metcalf, Luis 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:45)    
7 158 The New American Gazette: 
Leonard Peikoff; Philosophy and 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:48) 
7 159 The New American Gazette: David 
Duke, audio recording 
28 March 
1991 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:23)    
17 160 The New American Gazette: David 
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17 161 An Agenda for America: David 
Duke on the Issues (CNN 




8 162 The New American Gazette: 
Jonathan Mann; AIDS: A Global 
Perspective, audio recording 
18 April 
1991 
10" reel-to-reel (00:58:56)  
8 163 The New American Gazette: Daniel 




10" reel-to-reel (00:58:45) 
9 164 The New American Gazette: Daniel 




audiocassette    
17 165 Rosa L. Parks: First Amendment 
Awards 1991 news coverage, 
video recording 
05 May 1991 VHS  
9 166 The New American Gazette: David 
Duke, audio recording 
09 May 1991 CD 
9 167 The 1992 Presidential Campaign: A 
Preview, audio recording 
14 November 
1991 
audiocassette   
9 168 Childhood Hunger in America: Our 




9 169 The Global Environment Crisis: 
Albert Gore, audio recording 
05 April 
1992 
CD,  View on ITunes 
9 170 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. and Lewis 
Lapham: Voices in Black and 
White: Contributors to Harper’s 




audiocassette   
9 171 Free Speech for Me, but Not for 




9 172 An Evening with Alice Walker, 
audio recording 
25 May 1993 audiocassette 
9 173 Gloria Steinem, audio recording 12 May 1994 CD   





17 175   Eva Fogelman: Conscience and 




17 176 Public Television: Do We Need it 




17 177   Tony Brown: Black Lies, White 
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17 179 Leonard Peikoff: A Philosopher 





17 180 Patricia Smith: The Changing 
American Agenda: Where Have 
Family Values Gone?, video 
recording 
16 May 1996 VHS (00:58:06)  
18 181 Robert Richardson: Emerson: the 




9 182 Rebecca Walker: To Be Real: 
Telling the Truth and Changing 




audiocassette   
9 183 Faye Wattleton: Working Women, 
Working Wives, Working 





10 184 Cornel West: Restoring Hope: 
Conversations on the Future of 




10 185 Sidney Jay Zabludoff: Nazi Gold and 
the Swiss Banks: The Loss of 
European Jewish Assets and the 




18 186 Wise Words and Anecdotes: A 
Celebration of African-American 




10 187 Brian MacQuarrie: Up Close and 
Personal: Embedded Reporter 





18 188 Remembering the Ladies: Boston 
Celebrates a New Women’s 




10 189   Tina Santi Flaherty: What Jackie 
Taught Us: Lessons for the 
Remarkable Life of Jackie 




Mini DV  
10 190 Richard Bradley with Alex Beam: 
Harvard Rules: The Struggle for 
the Soul of the World's Most 




CD,  View at WGBH 
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10 191 Mike Hoffman, Paul Rieckhoff, Jay 
Harris, and Scott Allen Miller: 
Breaking Ranks, audio recording 
04 April 
2005 
CD,  View at WGBH  
10 192 Martha Burk: Cult of Power: Sex 
Discrimination in America and 




CD,  View at WGBH 
10 193 Barbara Olshansky, Steve Oleskey, 
and Erik Saar: Torture and 
Detention: Is This the American 
Way?, audio recording 
03 May 2005 CD 
10 194 Howie Carr with Jeff Jacoby: Both 
Sides of the Street, audio 
recording 
21 June 2005 CD,  View at WGBH 
10 195 Dan Kennedy and Jay Rosen with 
Steven Burgard, audio recording 
21 September 
2005 
CD,  View at WGBH 




CD,  View at WGBH   
10 197 Barbara Anderson and Jim Braude: 
Rebels with a Cause: Proposition 




CD,  View at WGBH 
10 198 Gloria White-Hammond, Liz Walker 
& Linda Mason with Kenneth 
Sweder: Women to Women: A 




CD,  View at WGBH 
10 199 Nam Pham, Paul Ton That & Trinh 
Nguyen with Peter Kiang: 
Finding a Voice in a New 
Homeland, audio recording 
06 December 
2005 
CD,  View at WGBH 
10 200 Paul Cellucci: The Importance of 
Public Diplomacy in the Post 




CD,  View at WGBH 
10 201 Thomas B. Wilner, P. Sabin Willett, 
and Gita Gutierrez: Guantanamo 
Bay: Who are the Detainees and 
Why Does the U.S. Continue to 
Hold Them?, audio recording 
30 March 
2006 
CD,  View at WGBH 
10 202 Maggie Gallagher: The Case Against 




CD,  View at WGBH 
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10 203 Margaret Morganroth Gullette: Aged 
by Culture, audio recording 
27 April 
2006 
CD,  View at WGBH 
10 204 George Q. Daley, Dan W. Brock, 
Rudolf Jaenisch: Stem Cells: 
Where Will the Road Lead?, 
audio recording 
04 May 2006 CD,  View at WGBH 
10 205 Dr. Thomas Payzant: The Role of 
Public Education and the 
Common Good, audio recording 
11 May 2006 CD,  View at WGBH 
10 206 Sister Helen Prejean, C.S.J.: The 
Death of Innocents: An 
Eyewitness Account of Wrongful 
Execution, audio recording 
12 September 
2006 
CD,  View at WGBH 
10 207 John Darnton: The Darwin 
Conspiracy, audio recording 
28 September 
2006 
CD,  View at WGBH 
10 208 Ethan Gutman, Hiawatha Bray and 
John Jaw, audio recording 
12 October 
2006 
CD,  View at WGBH 
10 209 Dr. Yaron Brook: Democracy 
vs. Victory: Why the Forward 




CD,  View at WGBH 
10 210 Meizhu Lui, Rebecca 
Adamson, and Betsy Leondar-
Wright: The Color of 
Wealth: The Story Behind the 




CD,  View at WGBH 
10 211 2006 Louis P. and Evelyn 
Smith First Amendment 
Award: Cokie Roberts, Nina 
Totenberg, and Linda 
Wertheimer, audio recording 
01 December 
2006 
CD,  View at WGBH 
10 212 Ali S. Asani and Mona Eltahawy: 
You Don't Know Us: Voices 
from the Moderate Muslim 
Majority, audio recording 
15 March 
2007 
CD,  View on ITunes 
10 213 Marshall Goldman and Uri Ra'anan: 
Power, Petroleum, and Flawed 
Succession: The Roots and 




CD,  View on ITunes 
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10 214 Richard S. Lindzen: Is Global 




CD,  View on ITunes 
10 215 Edward Albee, Rick Lombardo, and 
Karen MacDonald: Does Theater 
Have a Future? The Players Look 




10 216 Paul D. Biddinger, MD; Lisa Stone, 
MD: Disaster Preparedness in 
Massachusetts: Ready? Or not?, 
audio recording' 
03 May 2007 CD, View at WGBH 
11 217 Paul Hawken: Blessed Unrest: How 
the Largest Movement in the 
World Came into Being, and 
Why No One Saw it Coming, 
audio recording 
21 May 2007 CD, View at WGBH 
11 218 John W. Dean: Broken Government: 
How Republican Rule Destroyed 
the Legislative, Executive, and 




CD,  View on ITunes 
11 219 Garrison Keillor, audio recording 17 September 
2007 
CD,  View at WGBH 
11 220 Charlie Savage: Takeover: The 
Return of the Imperial Presidency 
and the Subversion of American 
Democracy, audio recording 
04 October 
2007 
CD, View at WGBH 
11 221 Kitty Dukakis, Michael Dukakis, and 
Larry Tyee: Shock: The Healing 
Power of Electroconvulsive 
Therapy, audio recording 
15 October 
2007 
CD,  View at WGBH 
11 222 Joan Blades: The Motherhood 
Manifesto, audio recording 
18 October 
2007 
CD,  View at WGBH 
11 223 Robert Pinsky: American Poetry and 
American Life: An Evening with 





11 224 Rami Khouri: Baghdad, 
Tehran, Beirut and Jerusalem 
A Critical Arab View of 
America's Middle East 
Policies, audio recording 
15 November 
2007 
CD,  View at WGBH 
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11 225 Lou Dobbs: Independents 
Day: Awakening the American 
Spirit, audio recording 
19 November 
2007 
CD,  View at WGBH 
11 226 The 2008 Louis P. and Evelyn 
Smith First Amendment 




CD,  View at WGBH 
11 227 Daniel Pipes & Amy Dockser 
Marcus: The Arab-Israeli 
Conflict: Peace Process or War 
Process, audio recording 
27 March 
2008 
CD,  View at WGBH 
11 228 Strobe Talbott, audio recording 03 April 
2008 
CD,  View on ITunes 
11 229 Herman Badillo: One Nation, One 
Standard: An Ex-Liberal on How 
Hispanics Can Succeed Just Like 




CD,  View on ITunes  
11 230 Danny Schechter: News Dissecting 
from Boston to a Global Stage: A 
Multi-media Pioneer Challenges 
His Profession and Calls for 
Media Reform, audio recording 
17 April 
2008 
CD,  View on ITunes  
11 231 Yaron Brook: Woodstock's Legacy: 
The Rise of Environmentalism 
and the Religious Right, audio 
recording 
08 May 2008 CD,  View on ITunes 
11 232 Cecile Richards: President of 
Planned Parenthood, Banned in 
Boston: The Silent Speech of 
Margaret Sanger, audio recording 
29 May 2008 CD,  View on ITunes 
11 233 George Lakoff: The Political Mind: 
Why You Can't Understand 21st 
Century American Politics with 
an 18th Century Brain, audio 
recording 
05 June 2008 CD,  View on ITunes 
11 234 Jimmy Wales with Christopher 
Lydon: Free Speech, Free Minds, 
Free Markets, audio recording 
11 September 
2008 
CD,  View on ITunes 
11 235 Jimmy Wales with Christopher 
Lydon: Free Speech, Free Minds, 
Free Markets, video recording 
11 September 
2008 
DVD,  View on ITunes 
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11 236 Thomas S. Blanton with Alasdair 
Roberts: Secrecy in the United 
States: Priorities for the Next 
President, audio recording 
18 September 
2008 
CD,  View on ITunes 
11 237 Thomas S. Blanton with Alasdair 
Roberts: Secrecy in the United 
States: Priorities for the Next 
President, video recording 
18 September 
2008 
Mini DV,  View on ITunes 
11 238 Laurence H. Tribe: The Invisible 
Constitution, audio recording 
25 September 
2008 
CD,  View on ITunes 
11 239 Laurence H. Tribe: The Invisible 
Constitution, video recording 
25 September 
2008 
DVCAM,  View on ITunes 
11 240 Laurence H. Tribe: The Invisible 
Constitution, video recording 
25 September 
2008 
DVD,  View on ITunes 
11 241 John Keller with Jeff Jacoby: The 
Bluest State: How Democrats 
Created the Massachusetts 
Blueprint for American Political 
Disaster, audio recording 
05 October 
2008 
CD,  View on ITunes 
11 242 John Keller with Jeff Jacoby: The 
Bluest State: How Democrats 
Created the Massachusetts 




CD,  View on ITunes 
11 243 John Keller with Jeff Jacoby: The 
Bluest State: How Democrats 
Created the Massachusetts 
Blueprint for American Political 
Disaster, video recording 
05 October 
2008 
DVD,  View on ITunes 
11 244 John Keller with Jeff Jacoby: The 
Bluest State: How Democrats 
Created the Massachusetts 
Blueprint for American Political 
Disaster, video recording 
05 October 
2008 
Mini DV,  View on ITunes 
11 245 Douglas J. Feith with Jules 
Crittenden: War and Decision: 
Inside the Pentagon at the Dawn 




CD,  View on ITunes 
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11 246 Douglas J. Feith with Jules 
Crittenden: War and Decision: 
Inside the Pentagon at the Dawn 




DVD,  View on ITunes 
11 247 Douglas J. Feith with Jules 
Crittenden: War and Decision: 
Inside the Pentagon at the Dawn 




Mini DV,  View on ITunes  
12 248 Gary Hirshberg with Nancy F. 
Koehn: Stirring it Up: How to 
Make Money and Save the 
World, audio recording 
06 November 
2008 
CD,  View on ITunes 
12 249 Gary Hirshberg with Nancy F. 
Koehn: Stirring it Up: How to 
Make Money and Save the 
World, video recording 
06 November 
2008 
DVD,  View on ITunes 
12 250 Gary Hirshberg with Nancy F. 
Koehn: Stirring it Up: How to 
Make Money and Save the 
World, video recording 
06 November 
2008 
Mini DV,  View on ITunes  




CD,  View on ITunes 




DVD,  View on ITunes  




Mini DV,  View on ITunes  
13 254 Gwen Ifill with Callie Crossley: 
2010 Louis P. and Evelyn Smith 




CD    
13 255 Gwen Ifill with Callie Crossley: 
2010 Louis P. and Evelyn Smith 





12 256 Richard Stallman: Copyright vs. 
Community, audio recording 
19 March 
2009 
CD   
12 257 Richard Stallman: Copyright vs. 
Community, video recording 
19 March 
2009 
DVD   
12 258 Richard Stallman: Copyright vs. 
Community, video recording 
19 March 
2009 
Mini DV  
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12 259 Karl Case and William Apgar with 
Lisa Lynch: The End (or a New 
Beginning?) for the American 
Dream: Credit, Debt and the U.S. 
Economy, audio recording 
26 March 
2009 
CD    
12 260 Karl Case and William Apgar with 
Lisa Lynch: The End (or a New 
Beginning?) for the American 
Dream: Credit, Debt and the U.S. 
Economy, video recording 
26 March 
2009 
DVD    
12 261 Karl Case and William Apgar with 
Lisa Lynch: The End (or a New 
Beginning?) for the American 
Dream: Credit, Debt and the U.S. 




12 262 Juan Enriquez: Financial Crises, 
Technology, and Why Boston 
Might Just be the Center of the 





12 263 Juan Enriquez: Financial Crises, 
Technology, and Why Boston 
Might Just be the Center of the 





12 264 Phillip Longman: The Empty Cradle: 
How Falling Birthrates Threaten 
World Prosperity and What To 
Do  About It, audio recording 
23 April 
2009 
CD,  View at WGBH  
12 265 Phillip Longman: The Empty Cradle: 
How Falling Birthrates Threaten 
World Prosperity and What To 
Do  About It, video recording 
23 April 
2009 
DVD,  View at WGBH 
12 266 Phillip Longman: The Empty Cradle: 
How Falling Birthrates Threaten 
World Prosperity and What To 
Do  About It, video recording 
23 April 
2009 
Mini DV,  View at WGBH 
12 267 Nicholas Daniloff: Of Spies and 
Spokesmen: A Cold War 
Correspondent Looks at Russia 
Today, audio recording 
30 April 
2009 
CD,  View at WGBH 
12 268 Nicholas Daniloff: Of Spies and 
Spokesmen: A Cold War 
Correspondent Looks at Russia 
Today, video recording 
30 April 
2009 
DVD,  View at WGBH 
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12 269 Nicholas Daniloff: Of Spies and 
Spokesmen: A Cold War 
Correspondent Looks at Russia 
Today, video recording 
30 April 
2009 
Mini DV,  View at WGBH 
12 270 Paul Fitzgerald, Elizabeth Gould, 
and Nick Mills with Alan Berger: 
Afghanistan's Untold Story and 
the Road Ahead, audio recording 
07 May 2009 CD,  View at WGBH 
12 271 Paul Fitzgerald, Elizabeth Gould, 
and Nick Mills with Alan Berger: 
Afghanistan's Untold Story and 
the Road Ahead, video recording 
07 May 2009 DVD,  View at WGBH 
12 272 Paul Fitzgerald, Elizabeth Gould, 
and Nick Mills with Alan Berger: 
Afghanistan's Untold Story and 
the Road Ahead, video recording 
07 May 2009 Mini DV,  View at WGBH 
12 273 Wendy Kaminer with Peter Kadzis: 
Worst Instincts: Cowardice, 




CD,  View at WGBH 
12 274 Wendy Kaminer with Peter Kadzis: 
Worst Instincts: Cowardice, 




DVD,  View at WGBH 
12 275 Wendy Kaminer with Peter Kadzis: 
Worst Instincts: Cowardice, 




Mini DV,  View at WGBH 
13 276 Paul Polak with Jasmine Waddell: 
Out of Poverty: What Works 
When Traditional Approaches 
Fail, audio recording 
24 September 
2009 
CD,  View at WGBH 
13 277 Paul Polak with Jasmine Waddell: 
Out of Poverty: What Works 
When Traditional Approaches 
Fail, video recording 
24 September 
2009 
DVD,  View at WGBH 
13 278 Paul Polak with Jasmine Waddell: 
Out of Poverty: What Works 
When Traditional Approaches 
Fail, video recording 
24 September 
2009 
Mini DV,  View at WGBH 
13 279 Paul Starr with Martin Baron and 
Dan Kennedy: Public 
Accountability After the Age of 
Newspapers, audio recording 
01 October 
2009 
CD,  View at WGBH 
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13 280 Paul Starr with Martin Baron and 
Dan Kennedy: Public 
Accountability After the Age of 
Newspapers, video recording 
01 October 
2009 
DVD, View at WGBH 
13 281 Paul Starr with Martin Baron and 
Dan Kennedy: Public 
Accountability After the Age of 
Newspapers, video recording 
01 October 
2009 
Mini DV,  View at WGBH 
13 282 Massachusetts Poetry in Hard Times: 
David Ferry, Suji Kwock Kim, 
Jill McDonough, Ifeanyi Menkiti, 




CD,  View at WGBH 
13 283 Massachusetts Poetry in Hard Times: 
David Ferry, Suji Kwock Kim, 
Jill McDonough, Ifeanyi Menkiti, 




DVD,  View at WGBH 
13 284 Massachusetts Poetry in Hard Times: 
David Ferry, Suji Kwock Kim, 
Jill McDonough, Ifeanyi Menkiti, 




Mini DV,  View at WGBH 
13 285 Susan M. Wilczynski and Brenda 
Smith Myles with James T. Brett: 
Autism: Looking Beyond Cause 
and Cure, audio recording 
29 October 
2009 
CD,  View at WGBH 
13 286 Susan M. Wilczynski and Brenda 
Smith Myles with James T. Brett: 
Autism: Looking Beyond Cause 
and Cure, video recording 
29 October 
2009 
DVD,  View at WGBH 
13 287 Susan M. Wilczynski and Brenda 
Smith Myles with James T. Brett: 
Autism: Looking Beyond Cause 
and Cure, video recording 
29 October 
2009 
Mini DV, View at WGBH 
13 288 Sydney Finkelstein with Sally 
Jackson: Think Again: Why 
Good Leaders Make Bad 
Decisions and How to Keep it 




CD,  View at WGBH 
13 289 Sydney Finkelstein with Sally 
Jackson: Think Again: Why 
Good Leaders Make Bad 
Decisions and How to Keep it 




DVD,  View at WGBH 
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13 290 Sydney Finkelstein with Sally 
Jackson: Think Again: Why 
Good Leaders Make Bad 
Decisions and How to Keep it 




Mini DV, View at WGBH 
13 291 Mitt Romney with Jeff Jacoby: No 
Apology: The Case for American 
Greatness, audio recording 
08 April 
2010 
CD,  View at WGBH 
13 292 Mitt Romney with Jeff Jacoby: No 
Apology: The Case for American 
Greatness, video recording 
08 April 
2010 
DVD,  View at WGBH 
13 293 Joseph M. Cronin, George 
Greenidge, Claudio Martinez, and 
Jean McGuire with Tessil 
Collins: Reforming Boston 
Schools, video recording 
15 April 
2010 
DVD, View at WGBH 
13 294 Zuhdi Jasser and Bilal Kaleem with 
James Carroll: Modern Islam: 
Engaging questions of faith, 




CD,  View at WGBH 
13 295 Zuhdi Jasser and Bilal Kaleem with 
James Carroll: Modern Islam: 
Engaging questions of faith, 




DVD,  View at WGBH 
13 296 Jody Adams, Donald Wiest, and 
Annie B. Copps: Food, Inc. film 




CD,  View on ITunes 
13 297 Jody Adams, Donald Wiest, and 
Annie B. Copps: Food, Inc. film 




DVD,  View on ITunes 
13 298 Chris Csikszentmihalyi, Nigel Jacob, 
and Joseph Porcelli with Callie 
Crossley: The Emerging Fifth 
Estate: Can the likes of Twitter, 
YouTube, and other social 
networks help solve real 
government problems, audio 
recording 
06 May 2010 CD 
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13 299 Chris Csikszentmihalyi, Nigel Jacob, 
and Joseph Porcelli with Callie 
Crossley: The Emerging Fifth 
Estate: Can the likes of Twitter, 
YouTube, and other social 
networks help solve real 
government problems, video 
recording 
06 May 2010 DVD,  View at WGBH 
13 300 Yaron Brook and Peter Kadzis with 
Dominick Ianno: Lessons from 
the Financial Crisis: More 
Government or Less?, audio 
recording 
20 May 2010 CD,  View at WGBH 
13 301 Robert Kuttner with Wendy 
Ballinger: A Presidency in Peril, 
video recording 
03 June 2010 DVD,  View at WGBH 
14 302 Dr. Nick Trout, John Ensminger, and 
Dr. Joann Lindenmayer with 
Monica Collins: Extreme Dog: 
What Right Do Our Pets Have To 
Be Saved?, audio recording 
16 September 
2010 
CD,  View on ITunes 
14 303 Dr. Nick Trout, John Ensminger, and 
Dr. Joann Lindenmayer with 
Monica Collins: Extreme Dog: 
What Right Do Our Pets Have To 
Be Saved?, video recording 
16 September 
2010 
DVD,  View on ITunes 
14 304 Kevin Cranston, Dazon Dixon 
Diallo, Julie Davids, and 
Guillermo Chacon with Rebecca 
Haag: AIDS, Social Justice, and 




DVD,  View on ITunes 
14 305 Dr. Dong-Chul Seo, Dr. Marlene 
Schwartz, Karen Voci, and Dr. 
Frank Robinson with Dr. 
Christina Economos: Who Is 
Winning the Childhood Obesity 
Battle?, audio recording 
07 October 
2010 
CD,  View on ITunes 
14 306 Dr. Dong-Chul Seo, Dr. Marlene 
Schwartz, Karen Voci, and Dr. 
Frank Robinson with Dr. 
Christina Economos: Who Is 
Winning the Childhood Obesity 
Battle?, video recording 
07 October 
2010 
DVD,  View on ITunes 
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14 307 Dr. Maria Idali Torres, Dr. Paul 
Watanabe, and Marvin Venay 
with Representative Linda 
Dorcena Forry, audio recording 
04 November 
2010 
CD,  View on ITunes 
14 308 Dr. Maria Idali Torres, Dr. Paul 
Watanabe, and Marvin Venay 
with Representative Linda 
Dorcena Forry, video recording 
04 November 
2010 
DVD,  View on ITunes 
14 309 Louis Gossett, Jr. with Phyllis Karas: 




CD,  View on ITunes 
14 310 Louis Gossett, Jr. with Phyllis Karas: 




DVD,  View on ITunes 
14 311 Daniel Domscheit-Berg and Herbert 
Snorrason with Wendy Ballinger: 
WikiLeaks, Open leaks and Our 
Right to Know, audio recording 
24 March 
2011 
CD,  View on ITunes 
14 312 Daniel Domscheit-Berg and Herbert 
Snorrason with Wendy Ballinger: 
WikiLeaks, Open leaks and Our 
Right to Know, video recording 
24 March 
2011 
DVD,  View on ITunes 
14 313 Ronald Bernard and Angela Bruce-
Raeburn with William Dorcena: 




CD,  View on ITunes 
14 314 Ronald Bernard and Angela Bruce-
Raeburn with William Dorcena: 




DVD,  View on ITunes 
14 315 Dr. Rachel Kleinfeld, Carl 
Ferenbach, and Harold Naughton 
with Jack Wrobel: The Weather 
at War, audio recording 
07 April 
2011 
CD,  View on ITunes 
14 316 Dr. Rachel Kleinfeld, Carl 
Ferenbach, and Harold Naughton 
with Jack Wrobel: The Weather 
at War, video recording 
07 April 
2011 
DVD,  View on ITunes 





CD,  View on ITunes 





DVD,  View on ITunes 
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14 319 John Seager and Dr. Michael Fossel 
with Helen Rees: Never Say Die: 




CD,  View on ITunes 
14 320 John Seager and Dr. Michael Fossel 
with Helen Rees: Never Say Die: 




DVD,  View on ITunes 
14 321 2011 Louis P. and Evelyn Smith 
First Amendment Award: 
Anthony Lewis with Floyd 
Abrams, audio recording 
21 April 
2011 
CD,  View on ITunes 
14 322 2011 Louis P. and Evelyn Smith 
First Amendment Award: 
Anthony Lewis with Floyd 
Abrams, video recording 
21 April 
2011 
DVD,  View on ITunes 
14 323 Rodney North and Dr. Donald 
Boudreaux with Jeff Jacoby: 




CD,  View on YouTube  
14 324 Rodney North and Dr. Donald 
Boudreaux with Jeff Jacoby: 




DVD, View on YouTube 
15 325 Buddy Cianci with Dominic Ianno: 
Politics and Pasta, audio 
recording 
19 May 2011 CD,  View on ITunes 
15 326 Buddy Cianci with Dominic Ianno: 
Politics and Pasta, video 
recording 
19 May 2011 DVD,  View on ITunes 
15 327 The Real Paper: Journalism Then & 
Now: Harper Barnes, Jan 
Freeman, Laura Shapiro, Paul 
Solman, and Mark Zanger with 
Monica Collins, audio recording 
15 September 
2011 
CD,  View on YouTube 
15 328 The Real Paper: Journalism Then & 
Now: Harper Barnes, Jan 
Freeman, Laura Shapiro, Paul 
Solman, and Mark Zanger with 
Monica Collins, video recording 
15 September 
2011 
DVD,  View on YouTube 
15 329 Cutting-Edge Corporate Giving: Jim 
Koch, Stacy Palmer, and Dr. 
Leonard Schlesinger with George 
Donnelly, audio recording 
22 September 
2011 
CD,  View on YouTube 
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15 330 Cutting-Edge Corporate Giving: Jim 
Koch, Stacy Palmer, and Dr., 
Leonard Schlesinger with George 
Donnelly, video recording 
22 September 
2011 
DVD,  View on YouTube 
15 331 Dr. Yaron Brook and Dr. David 
Callahan with Dominic Ianno: 
From the Government and Here 
to Help, audio recording 
29 September 
2011 
CD,  View on ITunes 
15 332 Dr. Yaron Brook and Dr. David 
Callahan with Dominic Ianno: 
From the Government and Here 
to Help, video recording 
29 September 
2011 
DVD,  View on ITunes 
15 333 Carmen Ortiz, David M. Kennedy, 
and Reverend Dr. Emmett Price 
with Dr. Erika Gebo: The New 
Boston Miracle, audio recording 
13 October 
2011 
CD,  View on YouTube 
15 334 Carmen Ortiz, David M. Kennedy, 
and Reverend Dr. Emmett Price 
with Dr. Erika Gebo: The New 
Boston Miracle, video recording 
13 October 
2011 
DVD,  View on YouTube 
15 335 Gilad Sharon with Wendy Ballinger: 




CD,  View on YouTube 
15 336 Gilad Sharon with Wendy Ballinger: 




DVD,  View on YouTube 
15 337 Dr. John C. Green, Dr. Karl 
Giberson, and Dr. Randall 
Stephens with Eric Convey: 




CD,  View on YouTube 
15 338 Dr. John C. Green, Dr. Karl 
Giberson, and Dr. Randall 
Stephens with Eric Convey: 




DVD,  View on YouTube 
15 339 2012 Louis P. & Evelyn Smith First 
Amendment Award: James 
Downey, video recording 
27 March 
2012 
DVD    
15 340 Rev. Dr. William Schulz and Dr. 
John Cerone with Dr. Jasmine 
Waddell: The State of Human 
Rights, audio recording 
12 April 
2012 
CD,  View on YouTube 
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15 341 Rev. Dr. William Schulz and Dr. 
John Cerone with Dr. Jasmine 
Waddell: The State of Human 
Rights, video recording 
12 April 
2012 
DVD,  View on YouTube 
15 342 Lee Carl Bromberg and Dr. Robert 
Klitzman with Dominic Ianno: 




CD,  View on YouTube 
15 343 Lee Carl Bromberg and Dr. Robert 
Klitzman with Dominic Ianno: 




DVD,  View on YouTube 
15 344 Nick Dynan, Lou Jones, and Nichole 
Sobecki with Helen Rees: Worth 




CD,  View on YouTube 
15 345 Nick Dynan, Lou Jones, and Nichole 
Sobecki with Helen Rees: Worth 




DVD,  View on YouTube 
15 346 Barney Frank with Callie Crossley: 
Dysfunctional Democracy, audio 
recording 
03 May 2012 CD,  View on YouTube 
15 347 Barney Frank with Callie Crossley: 
Dysfunctional Democracy, video 
recording 
03 May 2012 DVD,  View on YouTube 
16 348 Paul Tormey, John Linehan, and 
Saul Wisnia with Peter Meade: 
Beantown Centennials, audio 
recording 
10 May 2012 CD,  View on YouTube 
16 349 Paul Tormey, John Linehan, and 
Saul Wisnia with Peter Meade: 
Beantown Centennials, video 
recording 
10 May 2012 DVD,  View on YouTube 
16 350 Charles Laquidara, Billy Costa, Julie 
Kramer, and Henry Santoro: 
Radio Silence, audio recording 
13 September 
2012 
CD,  View on YouTube 
16 351 Taylor Twellman and Christopher 
Nowinski: Gray Matters: Brain 
Injury in Sports, audio recording 
27 September 
2012 
CD,  View on YouTube 
16 352 Maggie Anderson and Thomas 
Shapiro: Black Economy, White 
Privilege, audio recording 
04 October 
2012 
CD,  View on YouTube 
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16 353 Yaron Brook and Deborah Kincade 




CD,  View on YouTube 
16 354 Yaron Brook and Deborah Kincade 




DVD,  View on YouTube 
16 355 Paula Lyons, Joyce Kulhawik, 
Lauren Beckham Falcone, & Jan 
Saragoni: The Politics of 
Handsome, audio recording 
25 October 
2012 
CD,  View on YouTube 
16 356 Paula Lyons, Joyce Kulhawik, 
Lauren Beckham Falcone, & Jan 
Saragoni: The Politics of 
Handsome, video recording 
25 October 
2012 
DVD,  View on YouTube 
16 357 Nitin Nohria and Tom Peters with 
Donna Carpenter: Business 
Ethics, Coleman Award, audio 
recording,  1 November 2014 
 CD,  View on YouTube 
16 358 Nitin Nohria and Tom Peters with 
Donna Carpenter: Business 
Ethics, Coleman Award, video 
recording, 1 November 2014 
 DVD,  View on YouTube 
16 359 John Rosenthal and Charlton 
Mcllwain with Edward Powell: 
Guns Don't Kill People, the 








16 360 Gun Maytal, M.D. and Marcia 
Angell, M.D. with Jack Wrobel: 




CD, View on YouTube 
16 361 Gun Maytal, M.D. and Marcia 
Angell, M.D. with Jack Wrobel: 




DVD, View on YouTube 
16 362 2013 First Amendment Award with 
Barney Frank, video recording 
26 April 
2013 
DVD, View on YouTube 
16 363 Melissa Hohr, Margot Mifflin, and 
Bill Downing with Robin 
Abrahams: Hell in a Handbasket: 
The Decline of Taboos, video 
recording 
09 May 2013 DVD, View on YouTube 
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16 364 Elizabeth F. Thompson and Leila 
Farsakh with Robert Laffey: 
Hope Arab Spring Eternal, video 
recording 
16 May 2013 DVD, View on YouTube 
16 365 Garrett Quinn, Adam Gaffin and 
Cheryl Fiandaca with Skip 
Perham: Social Media in the 
Boston Marathon Bombings 
22 May 2013 DVD, View on YouTube 
15 366 Anchee Min with Elif Armbruster: 
The Chinese-American Dream, 
video recording 
23 May 2013 DVD, View on YouTube 
15 367 Nicco Mele and Kevin Bankston 
with Dharmishta Rood: Rise of 
the Individual, audio recording 
30 May 2013 CD, View on YouTube 
15 368 Nicco Mele and Kevin Bankston 
with Dharmishta Rood: Rise of 
the Individual, video recording 
30 May 2013 DVD, View on YouTube 
16 369 Bonardi Interview on Comcast 
Newsmakers, video recording 
 DVD, View on YouTube 
16 370 The Menino Legacy: Down to the 
Wire, video recording 
26 September 
2013 
DVD, View on YouTube 
16 371 Hendrick Smith and Yaron Brook 
with Rachael Cobb: Money and 
Power, video recording 
10 October 
2013 
DVD, View on YouTube 
16 372 Mahboubeh Abbasgholizadeh and 
Alemayehu Weldemariam with 




DVD, View on YouTube 
16 373 Unititled, videorecording 25 November 
2013 
DVD 
8 374 Ayn Rand, audio recording (Reel 2 
of 2), undated  
undated 10" reel-to-reel    
8 375 Ayn Rand, audio recording (Reel 2), 
undated 
undated 10" reel-to-reel 
8 376 Questions-Not Used, audio 
recording, undated 
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73 
Sub-series 3.2: Photographs, 1908-2012 
 
Description: This series contains photographs of Ford Hall Forum’s lectures, speakers, 
and other events spanning from the early 1900s until 2012. The majority of the images 









Number Folder Title and Dates 
1 001 
Ford Hall Forum founder George W. Coleman, photograph, undated. 
Digitized File Available: ms-0170  
6 002 
Ford Hall Forum founder George W. Coleman, photograph, undated. 
Note: Stored in oversized box. 
1 003 Ford Hall Forum Dutch Treat Supper, photograph, undated 
1 004 Monthly Business Meeting of Ford Hall Folks, photographs, undated  
1 005 
Ford Hall Forum audiences and lines, photographs, 1908-1980. 
Note: Includes interior and exterior views of buildings and event 




Stored in oversized box. Fragile, in poor condition. Digitized File 
Available: ms-0158 
6 007 
George Coleman's Address in Japan at the Meeting Hall of the 
Mannensha Company Limited, photograph, 2 March 1928 
6 008 
Welcome Dinner at Kagairo Restaurant in Kitahama Japan, 2 March 
1928. Fragile condition. Stored in oversized box. Note: People 
pictured: representatives of the Mannensha Limited Company, 
General Motors Japan Limited, Osaka Y.M.C.A., Mrs. Guy C. 
Converse, H.N. Lathrop, John A. Foote, 
1 009 
Ford Hall Forum Board Members and volunteers, photographs, 
1950s-1986, undated. Note: Includes portraits of individuals, group 
shots and events. People pictured: Louis P. Smith 
1 010 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots A-, photographs, 1980-1986. 
Note: Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or 
their publicists. People pictured: Bella Abzug, Isaac Asimov, Maya 
Angelou, James Abrahamson, Corazon Aquino 
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1 011 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots B, photographs, 1970s-1980s. 
Note: Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or 
their publicists. People pictured: Howard Baker, George W. Ball, 
Michael J. Barrett, Carl Bernstein, Dr. Bruno Bettelheim, Theodore 
Bikel, Raymond Bonner, John D. Boone, Dr. Don Brown, Jimmy 
Breslin, Dr. Andrew Brimmer, J. L. Brown, J. Larry Brown, David 
Brudnoy, Patrick Buchanan, Reid Buckley, William F. Buckley, Jr., 
David Burrington 
1 012 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots C, photographs, 1970s-1980s. 
Note: Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or 
their publicists. People pictured: Rosalyn Carter, James Carroll, John 
Chancellor, Shirley Chisholm, Sharon Cohen, William E. Colby, 
Wilbur Cohen, Robert Coles, Barry Commoner, Norman Cousins, 
Archibald Cox, Harvey Cox, Judith Crist, Lloyd Cutler 
1 013 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots D-E, photographs, 1970s-
1980s. Note: Includes head shots of speakers provided by the 
speakers or their publicists. People pictured: John Dancy, Angela 
Davis, Richard Daynard, Karen de Crow, Robert F. Delaney, Robert 
DiGrazia, David Duke, Marian Wright Edelman, Daniel Ellsberg, 
Nora Ephron 
1 014 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots F-G, photographs, various 
dates. Note: Includes head shots of speakers provided by the 
speakers or their publicists. People pictured: Jules Feiffer, Geraldine 
Ferraro, Larry Flynt, Barney Frank, Douglas Fraser, Robert Frost, 
John Kenneth Galbraith, Ellen Galinsky, Charlayne Hunter-Gault, 
Gavid Gergen, Alexander Ginzburg, Ira Glasser, Paula Gold, K. 
Golden, Charles E. Goodell, Al Gore, Germaine Greer, Dick 
Gregory, R. Buckminster Fuller 
2 015 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots H-J, photographs, 1970s-1980s. 
Note: Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or 
their publicists. People pictured: Alexander Haig, Joe Hardiman, 
Thomas A. Harris, Gary Hart, Randy Hayes, John G. Healey, Nat 
Hentoff, Seymour Hersh, Arnold Hiatt, Benjamin Hooks, Gloria 
Hull, Ellen Hume, Natalie Jacobson, Jesse Jackson, Bob Jamieson, 
Judy Jarvis, Julie Ann Johnson, Nicholas Johnson, Philip Johnston, 
Erica Jong, Peter Jones 
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2 016 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots K, photographs, 1970s-1980s.  
Note: Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or 
their publicists. People pictured: Herman Kahn, Bernard Kalb, 
Marvin Kalb, Mitchell Kapor, Dr. Carl Kaysen, Doris Kearns, 
Elizabeth Keeley, Henry Kendall, Florynce Kennedy, Edward M. 
Kennedy, Nannerl Overholser Keohane, John Kerry, Henry 




Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots L, photographs, 1970s-1990s. 
Note: Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or 
their publicists. People pictured: Frances Moore Lappe, Robert 
Lawrence, Mickey Leland, Max Lerner, Ann F. Lewis, Robert J. 
Lifton, Sara Lawrence Lightfoot, William Loeb, Bette Bao Lord, 
Bernard Lovell 
2 018 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots M-N, photographs, 1970s-
1990s. Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or 
their publicists. Note: People pictured: Catherine Mackin, Frank 
Mankiewicz, Barbara Matusow, Rollo May, Peggy McIntosh, 
Robert McLaughlin, Margaret Mead, Jerome G. Miller, Jonathon 
Moore, Bill Moyers, Roger Mudd, Ralph Nader, Richard Neely, 
Alan Nelson, Eleanor Holmes Norton, Robert Novak 
2 019 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots P, photographs, 1980s-1990s. 
Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or their 
publicists. Note: People pictured: Vance Packard, Leonard Peikoff, 
Sherry H. Penney, Mike Peters, Kevin Phillips, Anthony Podesta, 
William Proxmire, Joseph Persico 
2 020 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots R, photographs, 1960s-1990s. 
Note: Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or 
their publicists. People pictured: Mamphela Ramphele, Ayn Rand, 
Norman Rasmussen, Dan Rather, Richard Restak, James Reston, 
Elliot Richardson, Cokie Roberts, Marc Roberts, Pat Robertson, 
John Roche, John P. Roche, Fred Rogers, Andrew Rowan, Warren 
Rudman, William A. Rusher   
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2 021 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots S, photographs, 1970s-1990s. 
Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or their 
publicists. Note: People pictured: William Safire, Phyllis Schlafly, 
Ray Scherer, Daniel Schorr, William F. Schulz, Samuel Schwartz, 
Pete Seeger, Neil Sheehan, John R. Silber, Theodore Sizer, B.F. 
Skinner, Paul Starr, John Stockwell, Louis Sullivan, Thomas Szasz 
3 022 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots T-W, photographs, 1970s-
1990s. Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or 
their publicists. Note: People pictured: Cal Thomas, Stephen 
Sherman, James C. Thomson, Jr., Lester C. Thurow, Deborah Toler, 
Laurence H. Tribe, Paul Tsongas, R.E. Ted Turner, Richard 
Valeriani, Gore Vidal, Alice Walker, Harold Washington, William 
Webster, Linda Wertheimer, Tom Wicker, Elie Wiesel, Roy 
Wilkins, Tom Wolfe, Bob Woodward 
3 023 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots Y-Z, photographs, 1980s-
1990s. Includes head shots of speakers provided by the speakers or 
their publicists. Note: People pictured: Daniel Yankelovich, Sy 
Yanoff, Yergin, Andrew Young, Elmo Zumwalt 
3 024 
Ford Hall Forum Speaker Headshots unidentified, photographs, 
1970s-1990s. Note: Includes head shots of speakers provided by the 
speakers or their publicists. 
3 025 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers: Martin Luther King, Jr. event, 
photographs, 23 April 1967. Digitized File Available: ms-0152 
3 026 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers: Norman Rasmussen with Henry 
Kissinger event, photographs, April 1979 
3 027 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers: unidentified events, photographs, 1980s. 
Note: Includes prints and slides from various unidentified events. 
3 028 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Norman Lear event, photographs, 29 
March 1981 
3 029 
Ford Hall Forum Events: audience waiting in line for Ayn Rand 
lecture,  26 April 1981 
3 030 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Senator William Proxmire and Paula 
Gold event, photographs, 31 May 1981 
3 031 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Jesse Jackson event, photographs, 27 
March 1983. Digitized File Available: ms-0153 
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3 032 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  75th anniversary event, photographs, 30 
April 1983. Includes prints and slides. Note: People pictured: John 
Kenneth Galbraith, Frances Smith, Jules Feiffer, Paul T. Smith, 
Elaine Ritchie, Alan D. Robinson, Helen Robinson, Susan Goldberg, 
Michael Dukakis, and David S. Nelson. 
3 033 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Barney Frank and Patrick Buchanan 
event, photographs, 02 October 1983. Note: Includes slides and 
contact sheets. 
3 034 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Harold Washington event, photographs, 
16 April 1983. Note: Includes slides and contact sheets. 
4 035 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Richard Neely and Ralph Nader event, 
photographs, 23 October 1983 
4 036 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  B. Matuson and S. Yanoff event, 
photographs, 30 October 1983. Note: Includes slides. 
4 037 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Sissella Bok event, photographs, 06 
November 1983. Note: Includes slides and contact sheets. 
4 038 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Seymour Hersh event, photographs, 25 
March 1984 
4 039 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Andrew Young event, photographs, 08 
April 1984. Note: Includes prints and slides. 
4 040 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Leonard Peikoff event, photographs, 15 
April 1984. Note: Includes prints and slides. 
4 041 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Paul Tsongas event, photographs, 29 
April 1984. Note: Includes prints and slides. 
4 042 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Bella Abzug and Robert Novak event, 
photographs, 23 September 1984. Note: Includes slides. 
4 043 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Helen Caldicott event, photographs, 30 
September 1984. Note: Topic: The Threat of Nuclear War. 
4 044 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  David Halberstam event, photographs, 
04 October 1984 
4 045 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  John Silber and Ray Bonner event, 
photographs, 18 October 1984. Note: Includes prints and slides. 
4 046 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  William Colby and John Stockwell 
event, photographs, 28 October 1984 
4 047 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Tom Wicker event, photographs, 31 
March 1985 
4 048 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:   Pei Minxin, Shen Tong, Din Xueliang, 
and Yasheng Huang event, photographs, 19 October 1989. Note: 
Topic: The Future of the Democratic Reform Movement in China 
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4 049 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Elizabeth Keeley event, photographs, 30 
November 1989 
4 050 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  unidentified event, photographs, 1990s. 
Note: Includes prints and slides. 
4 051 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Rosa Parks receives First Amendment 
Award event, photographs, 5 May 1991. Digitized File Available: 
ms-0154, ms-0155, ms-0156, ms-0157 
4 052 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  David S. Nelson receives First 
Amendment Award event, photographs, 15 October 1992. Note: 
People pictured: Evelyn Smith 
6 053 
Portrait of John Chancellor at Symphony Hall by Douglas Christian, 
6 July 1993. Note: Handwritten notation reads: Portrait of John 
Chancellor, made at Symphony Hall on July 6, 1993, on the 
occasion of his narration of Copeland’s Lincoln Portrait with John 
Williams and the Boston Pops-sponsored by the Ford Hall Forum. 
5 054 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers: Hanan Ashrawi event, photographs, 18 
May 1995. The Side of Peace: A Personal Account, Digitized File 
Available: ms-0151 
5 055 
Ford Hall Forum Annual meeting: Bill's Dinner, photographs, 4 June 
2001 
5 056 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Jean McGuire and Harold Cox event, 
photographs, 22 January 2004. Includes 1 disc. Topic: The Politics 
of Sex, Drugs, and HIV/AIDS. Digitized File Available 
5 057 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers: Jerry Burke, Sean Flynn, and Rod Fritz 
event photographs, 29 September 2004. Includes 1 disc. Topic: 
Policing Baghdad. Digitized File Available 
5 058 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Cokie Roberts, Nina Totenberg, and 
Linda Wertheimer receive First Amendment Award, event 
photographs, 4 December 2006. Includes 1 disc. Digitized File 
Available 
5 059 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers: Anita Hill event photographs, 20 March 
2008 
5 060 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers: Herman Badillo event photographs, 13 
April 2008 
5 061 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Cecile Richards event photographs, 29 
May 2008. Note: Includes prints and 2 disks of photos. Digitized 
File Available 
5 062 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  George Lakoff event photographs, 5 
June 2008 
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5 063 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers: Susan M. Wilczynski and Brenda Smith 
with James Brett event photographs, 29 October 2009. Note: 
Includes 1 disc. Topic: Autism: Looking Beyond Cause and Cure. 
Digitized File Available 
5 064 
Ford Hall Forum: Breakfast forum about the 2010 Elections event 
photographs, 04 November 2010. Includes 1 disk. Topic: Election 
2010 and Communities of Color. Digitized File Available 
5 065 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  James Downey receives First 
Amendment Award event photographs, 27 March 2012.  Note: 
Includes 1 disk. Digitized File Available 
5 066 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers: Ashley Judd event photographs, 8 April 
2011. Includes 1 disk. Digitized File Available 
5 067 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Anthony Lewis receives First 
Amendment Award event photographs, 21 April 2011. Note: 
Includes 1 disk. Digitized File Available. 
5 068 
Ford Hall Forum Speakers:  Buddy Cianci event photographs, 19 
May 2011. Note: Includes 1 disk. Digitized File Available.  
 
 
Series 3.3: Artwork, Posters and Objects, 1908-1995  
 
Description: This series contains drawings, artwork and memorabilia related to the Ford 
Hall Forum. The contents include index cards that provide details about each lecture; 
seasonal membership cards; season posters; caricatures drawn by cartoonist Paul Szep for 
the Boston Pop’s fundraising events; and first and second editions of George Coleman’s  









Folder Title and Dates 
01 001 Ford Hall Forum lecture index cards, A-Ca, 1908-1998. Note: Index 
cards are arranged by speaker and typically include the following 
information: speaker name, event date, weather, lecture topic, and 
attendance numbers. 
01 002 Ford Hall Forum lecture index cards, Ca-G, 1908-1998 Note: Index 
cards are arranged by speaker and typically include the following 
information: speaker name, event date, weather, lecture topic, and 
attendance numbers. 
01 003 Ford Hall Forum lecture index cards, H-L, 1908-1998 Note: Index 
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cards are arranged by speaker and typically include the following 
information: speaker name, event date, weather, lecture topic, and 
attendance numbers. 
01 004 Ford Hall Forum lecture index cards, M-R, 1908-1998. Note: Index 
cards are arranged by speaker and typically include the following 
information: speaker name, event date, weather, lecture topic, and 
attendance numbers. Note: Index cards are arranged by speaker and 
typically include the following information: speaker name, event 
date, weather, lecture topic, and attendance numbers. 
02 005 Ford Hall Forum lecture index cards, S-Z, 1908-1998. Note: Index 
cards are arranged by speaker and typically include the following 
information: speaker name, event date, weather, lecture topic, and 
attendance numbers. 
01 006 Copy of George Coleman's Democracy in the Making, first edition, 
1915 





008 Ford Hall Forum Fifteenth Anniversary Poster, 2/25/1923. Note: 
Includes photographs of Alice H. Samson, George W. Coleman, 
Mary C. Crawford and several lectures. Note: Digitized File 
Available: ms-0164 
02 009 Box of Ford Hall Forum season  subscription books and membership 
cards, 1936-1996 
02 010 Ford Hall Forum Century of Service Dinner in honor of Judge 
Reuben L. Lurie and Louis P. Smith, album, 5/19/1971. Note: The 
album contains historic letters, photographs, news clippings and 




011 Ford Hall Forum 1974-1975 Season posters. Note: See also Season 




012 Ford Hall Forum 1975-1976 Season posters. Note: See also Season 




013 Ford Hall Forum 1976-1977 Season posters. Note: See also Season 




014 Ford Hall Forum 1977-1978 Season poster. Note: See also Season 
Programs in Series 1.1 
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015 Ford Hall Forum 1979-1980 Season posters. Note: See also Season 
Programs in Series 1.1. Includes a small and large version. Digitized 




016 Ford Hall Forum 1980-1981 Season posters. Note: See also Season 




017 Ford Hall Forum 1982-1983 Season poster. Note: See also Season 




018 Ford Hall Forum 1983-1984 Season poster. Note: See also Season 
Programs in Series 1.1 
02 019 Ford Hall Forum cloth banner, undated. Note: Banner reads: Let 
there be light. Fragile condition. Digitized File Available: ms-0160 




021 Print of a cartoon by Paul Szep of Keith Lockheart at the 110th 
Boston Pops, c. 1995. Note: The cartoon is signed by artist Paul 




022 Print of a cartoon by Paul Szep of a married couple in bed featuring 
a gender role reversal theme, undated. Note: The cartoon is signed 




023 Print of a cartoon by Paul Szep of Richard Nixon's interview on 




024 Caricature by Paul Szep of a man saying Th-Th-Th-That's All Folks, 




025 Matted drawing of unidentified man, undated. Drawing is sun faded 
and mat has water damage. 
 
